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A B S T R A C T   

Droplet impact on a high-temperature solid surface in the film boiling regime is widely encountered in various 
modern industrial and technological applications. The present article provides a systematic overview of the lower 
threshold of film boiling, the dynamic Leidenfrost point temperature, for a single impacting droplet. An extensive 
literature survey is conducted which includes both experimental and theoretical works. The first section of the 
review focuses on the parameter influences of the dynamic Leidenfrost point temperature, including impact 
conditions, surface characteristics, fluid properties, and the external environment. It is shown that, despite 
extensive prior work, there are many inconsistent conclusions regarding the effects of different parameters. 
Overall, contradictory experimental findings point to a need for future work using different types of fluids, and 
broad ranges of operating conditions and surface parameters. This is followed by a review of prior theoretical 
models which are derived using different fundamental hypotheses, including bubble nucleation theory, transient 
heat conduction, the vapor-gas layer analogy, and the pressure balance criterion, the majority of which are 
semiquantitative and rely on measured or simulated parameters for closure. In addition, measurement and 
modeling of the vapor layer thickness beneath an impacting droplet are discussed, which has a pivotal influence 
on the dynamic Leidenfrost phenomenon. It is concluded that future experimental investigations taking 
advantage of modern sophisticated imaging techniques are required to accurately capture the evolution and 
characteristics of the vapor layer. This information will play a crucial role in the development of a theoretical and 
experimentally-validated model for the dynamic Leidenfrost point temperature.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Droplet impact on high-temperature surfaces 

As a highly transient and multiscale process, droplet impact involves 
mutual interactions of mass, momentum, and energy between different 
phases. Therefore, this phenomenon has stimulated numerous in-
vestigations over the past few decades in pursuit of a detailed under-
standing of both its hydrodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics 
and mechanisms. Research showed that surface temperature exerts an 
important effect on droplet impact. Depending on the relative magni-
tude of surface temperature and liquid saturation temperature, an 
impacting droplet may experience film evaporation, nucleate boiling, 
transition boiling, or film boiling [1]. In different heat transfer regimes, the 
impacting droplet exhibits distinct heat transfer performance and 

morphological characteristics. 
As illustrated in Fig. 1, droplet impact on a solid surface with an 

ultrahigh temperature is frequently encountered in various modern in-
dustrial and technological applications, where the definition of ultra-
high temperature is relative to the liquid saturation temperature. 
Examples include, but are not limited to, emergency core cooling in a 
loss-of-coolant accident of light water reactors [2,3], spray cooling of 
metal castings in the metallurgical industry [4,5] and for fire extin-
guishment [6,7], pre-cool of human skin with cryogenic refrigerants in 
laser treatments [8,9], thermal protection of high-power equipment [10, 
11] and precision machining [12], fuel droplet impact in internal 
combustion engines with direct fuel injection [13,14], water droplet 
impact on steam turbine blades [15], as well as urea-water-solution 
droplet impact during the selective catalytic reduction process [16,17]. 

Under these circumstances, the surface temperature is considerably 
higher than the coolant saturation temperature. Film boiling generally 
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occurs when the droplet is separated from the heated wall immediately 
upon impact by a continuous insulating vapor layer. In this case, film 
boiling is also referred to as the Leidenfrost effect, and the levitating 
droplet is called the Leidenfrost droplet. Due to the low thermal con-
ductivity of the vapor layer, heat transfer significantly deteriorates in 
the film boiling regime, which may cause serious safety challenges. With 
a decreased surface temperature due to the cooling effect, the vapor 
layer becomes unstable and discontinuous, and local direct liquid-solid 
contact is induced in the transition boiling regime. Heat transfer is then 
dramatically enhanced and a more rapid decrease in the surface tem-
perature can be achieved. Therefore, the Leidenfrost effect is undesir-
able for cooling purposes, and it is important to exit the film boiling 
regime as early as possible to ensure safety and reliability. 

On the other hand, the thermally-induced hydrophobicity in the film 
boiling regime has been widely utilized in the area of material trans-
portation and microfluidic systems. The superior mobility of its non-
wetting behavior makes it possible for the droplet to frictionlessly self- 
propel in a preferential direction controlled by either thermal gradi-
ents [18] or asymmetric surface topologies [19–21]. Leidenfrost drop-
lets can also be used for power generation [22], nanomaterial 
fabrication [23], phase-change modulated thermal switch [24], chemi-
cal reaction acceleration [25], vibration isolation [26], and ultrasensi-
tive Raman spectroscopy detection [27], where in all cases the 
Leidenfrost effect is favorable. Consequently, understanding the funda-
mentals of droplet impact in the film boiling regime and postponing 
and/or accelerating the transition from film boiling to transition boiling 

Nomenclature 

A parameter in Table 5 [-] 
B1, B2 parameter in Table 5 [-] 
C parameter in Table 5 [-] 
c sound velocity in liquid [m/s] 
c’ sound velocity in vapor [m/s] 
cp constant-pressure specific heat [J/(kg⋅◦C)] 
Bo Bond number [-] 
D micropillar diameter [μm] 
d droplet diameter [mm] 
E parameter defined in Eq. (23) [-] 
e thermal effusivity [W⋅s1/2/(◦C⋅m2)] 
G parameter defined in Eq. (12) [-] 
g gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
H microstructure height [μm] 
H0 impact height [mm] 
h heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2⋅◦C)] 
h0 height of the center of gravity [mm] 
hfg latent heat of vaporization [J/kg] 
h″

fg modified latent heat of vaporization [J/kg] 
K parameter defined in Eq. (12) [-] 
Kp permeability [m2] 
KUC effective permeability in a unit cell [m2] 
k accommodation coefficient [-] 
L microstructure spacing [μm] 
J heterogeneous nucleation rate [m− 3⋅s− 1] 
Ja Jacob number [-] 
m mass [kg] 
Nu Nusselt number [-] 
n exponent [-] 
Oh Ohnesorge number [-] 
P pressure [Pa] 
Pr Prandtl number [-] 
q heat flux [W/m2] 
Re Reynolds number [-] 
R droplet radius [mm] 
Ra average height of surface roughness [μm] 
Rp peak height of surface structures [μm] 
Rq root mean square roughness [μm] 
RUC thermal conduction resistance [m2⋅◦C/W] 
rc critical bubble radius [mm] 
S microchannel wall width [μm] 
St Stokes number [-] 
T temperature [◦C] 
T* temperature defined in Eq. (11) [◦C] 
t time [s] 
u velocity [m/s] 
v vapor production rate [m/s] 

We Weber number [-] 
W microchannel width [μm] 
z vertical coordinate [m] 

Greek symbols 
α impact angle [◦] 
β adjustable parameter in Eq. (21) [-] 
δ thickness [μm] 
ε surface porosity [-] 
η adjustable coefficient in Eq. (16) [-] 
θ contact angle [◦] 
λ thermal conductivity [W/(m⋅◦C)] 
ξ acceleration [m/s2] 
ρ density [kg/m3] 
σ surface tension [N/m] 
ψ parameter in Table 5 [-] 
φ trapezoidal groove angle [◦] 
χ mass proportion in Eq. (20) [-] 

Subscripts 
0 initial 
a air 
c contact 
D dynamic 
d dimple region 
f fluid 
g vapor 
imp impact 
LFP Leidenfrost point 
max maximum 
min minimum 
n neck region 
r residence 
ref reference 
sat saturation 
sp spinodal 
th thermal 
WH water hammer 
w heated surface 

Superscript 
eff effective 

Abbreviations 
CA contact angle [◦] 
CMC critical micelle concentration [mol/L] 
erfc complementary error function 
dpm droplets per minute 
LFP Leidenfrost point  
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are of essential significance both in terms of theory and practice. 

1.2. Dynamic Leidenfrost point temperature 

Early insight into the Leidenfrost phenomenon, i.e., film boiling of a 
single droplet, dates back to the pioneering work of J.G. Leidenfrost 
[28], who observed water droplet levitation on a sufficiently hot iron 
spoon by an evaporative vapor layer. This experimental finding acted as 
a foundation for follow-up studies on the droplet impact Leidenfrost 
phenomenon. The lower limit for the Leidenfrost effect, or the demar-
cation between film boiling and transition boiling, is generally known as 
the Leidenfrost point (LFP) temperature. To differentiate the LFP tem-
peratures associated with sessile and impacting droplets, the term dy-
namic LFP temperature is used for the latter case in this paper. It is noted 
that several other terms have also been used in previous studies to 
denote the dynamic LFP temperature (TLFP), although they may not be 
exactly synonymous, e.g., wetting transition temperature [29], lift-off 
temperature [30,31], rewetting temperature [32], boiling crisis tem-
perature [33], and dry rebound temperature [34]. 

A commonly used technique to determine the dynamic LFP tem-
perature relies on the droplet evaporation curve from the thermody-
namic perspective, with which different heat transfer regimes can be 
distinguished over a wide range of surface temperatures. As shown in 
Fig. 2(a), the dynamic LFP temperature corresponds to the local 
maximum droplet evaporation time [35–37]. However, different from a 
sessile droplet, accurate measurement of the evaporation time of an 
impacting droplet over a wide range of surface temperatures is some-
times difficult, especially when the dynamic LFP temperature is 
approached with diversified droplet patterns. The impacting droplet 
may undergo rebound, breakup, atomization, and some more intricate 
compound behaviors rather than always deposition on the heated sur-
face, which may cause considerable uncertainty when measuring 
evaporation time. Staat et al. [38] indicated that the most accurate 
method to determine the dynamic LFP temperature is to measure the 

vapor layer directly, and the critical temperature can be identified by 
observing whether there is any liquid-solid contact [39–43], as shown in 
Fig. 2(b). As will be discussed in Section 4, the vapor layer thickness 
ranges from a few hundred nanometers to a few dozen micrometers 
within a few milliseconds after droplet impact. This brings forward high 
demand for both high spatial and temporal resolutions of optical 
equipment to ensure measurement accuracy. 

Instead, the simpler and more practical hydrodynamic criterion is 
more prevalent to identify the dynamic LFP temperature, which is equal 
to the lowest surface temperature at which droplet rebound or breakup 
occurs without atomization or splash [44–48]. In the transition boiling 
regime, numerous atomized tiny droplets can be observed whether the 
droplet finally rebounds from the surface or breaks up into several parts 
depending on the impact momentum (see Fig. 2(c)). This is caused by 
vigorous bubble nucleation triggered by local liquid-solid contact un-
derneath the droplet. While in the film boiling regime, with a continuous 
vapor layer that completely prevents liquid-solid contact, the droplet 
will spread and recoil laterally, then either rebound or break up while 
the atomization phenomenon disappears. Therefore, transition/film 
boiling regimes and the dynamic LFP temperature can be identified. It 
should be noted that atomization may also occur during film boiling, 
which is called spray film boiling by Tran et al. [49], at surface tem-
peratures much higher than the measured dynamic LFP temperature 
with high Weber numbers. Overall, the hydrodynamic criterion prevails 
for dynamic LFP temperature determination according to many 
researchers. 

As mentioned previously, a high dynamic LFP temperature is bene-
ficial to achieve an earlier transition from film boiling to transition 
boiling for efficient cooling purposes. However, superior heat transfer 
seems incompatible with a high dynamic LFP temperature to some 
extent. To ensure the safe and stable operation of the high-temperature 
equipment, heat needs to be rapidly and continuously dissipated from 
the hot surface. This process will contribute to massive vapor produc-
tion, which in turn impedes liquid-solid contact and is disadvantageous 

Fig. 1. Examples of applications involving droplet impact on high-temperature surfaces.  
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for increasing the dynamic LFP temperature. Therefore, elevating the 
dynamic LFP temperature without sacrificing heat transfer capacities 
remains an urgent issue to achieve high-efficiency cooling. 

Several review articles concerning the Leidenfrost effect of a single 
droplet have been published in the past, most of which are dedicated 
entirely to a sessile droplet, while others incidentally mention the dy-
namic cases. A pioneering study by Bernardin and Mudawar [50] sum-
marized and assessed the prediction models of the sessile droplet LFP 
temperature. Zhong and Guo [51], as well as Talari et al. [52], focused 
primarily on the effect of surface topography and wettability on sessile 
droplet LFP temperature and also discussed the underlying mechanisms. 
Quéré [53] reviewed the fundamentals of a sessile Leidenfrost droplet, 
including the interfacial hydrodynamics, vapor layer flow, droplet 
shape, stability and motion. 

Some investigations also provided a comprehensive review of 
droplet behaviors accompanied by the Leidenfrost phenomenon. For 
instance, the droplet bouncing dynamics [54] and self-propulsion 
mechanisms [55] in the film boiling regime were addressed in detail. 
Recently, Stewart [56] elaborated on various dynamic motions of a 
Leidenfrost droplet, including gliding, spinning, self-propulsion, 
bobbing and bouncing, vibrating star-shaped patterns, fluttering and 
humming, crackling and explosion, as well as droplet internal motion. 

1.3. Objective of the present study 

To the best knowledge of the present authors, the dynamic LFP 
temperature for an impacting droplet has not been reviewed so far. The 
present paper will systematically review both experimental and theo-
retical studies on the dynamic LFP temperature, as well as some critical 
issues concerning the thin vapor layer thickness beneath the impacting 
droplet. This review is limited to the case of a single droplet impact on a 
solid surface and excludes liquid films (pre-wet walls), deep liquid pools, 
and spray impacts. 

Unlike the aforementioned reviews, the present study summarizes 
the parametric influence of impact parameters, surface characteristics, 
fluid properties, and external conditions on the dynamic LFP tempera-
ture. The triggering mechanisms, available prediction models, and cor-
relations will be also reviewed. In addition, the modeling and 
measurement of vapor layer thickness formed between the dynamic 
Leidenfrost droplet and the heated surface are discussed. Finally, rec-
ommendations for future research are proposed. 

2. Experimental studies on dynamic LFP temperature 

Extensive experimental investigations have been conducted on the 
dynamic LFP temperature for a single droplet impact on a solid surface 
in the past few decades. Most studies focus on the influencing factors, 
which can be categorized into four types as shown in Fig. 3, including 
the impact parameters, fluid properties, surface characteristics, and 
external conditions, which will be elaborated on in this section. 
Generally, these factors can have a combined effect on the dynamic LFP 
temperature, which further complicates the underlying mechanism. 

Considering so many influencing parameters, several dimensionless 
numbers are frequently adopted for ease of analysis. Typical examples 
include the Weber, Reynolds, Ohnesorge, Bond, and Jacob numbers, 
which are respectively expressed as [57] 

We =
ρf u

2d
σ =

Inertia force
Surface tension force

(1)  

Re =
ρf ud
μf

=
Inertia force

Viscous force (2)  

Oh =
We1/2

Re
=

μf
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ρf dσ

√ =
Viscous force

Surface tension force (3)  

Bo =
ρf gR2

σ =
Gravitational force

Surface tension force
(4)  

Ja =
ρf cpf (Tw − Tsat)

ρghfg
=

Sensible heat
Latent heat of vaporization (5)  

where ρf, σ, μf, cpf, Tsat, and hfg are, respectively, droplet density, surface 
tension, viscosity, constant-pressure specific heat, saturation tempera-
ture, and latent heat of vaporization. As for the remaining, g and Tw are 
the gravitational acceleration and surface temperature, while d, R, and u 
are the droplet diameter, radius, and impact velocity, respectively. 

2.1. Effects of impact parameters 

In different application scenarios, a single droplet impact occurs 
under diverse conditions with wide ranges of impact velocity, impact 
angle, and impact frequency, the effects of which are summarized in this 
section. 

Fig. 2. Identification of dynamic LFP temperature: (a) the thermodynamic criterion, (b) the vapor layer criterion adapted from Wang et al. [39], and (c) the hy-
drodynamic criterion. 
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2.1.1. Impact velocity 
In experimental investigations, different impact velocities are 

generally realized by changing the impact height, or equivalently, the 
impact momentum. Fig. 4 summarizes the measured dynamic LFP 
temperature in some previous studies, and it is seen that no consensus 
has been reached concerning the impact velocity effect. It is commonly 
recognized, by a majority of studies, that an increased impact velocity 
corresponds to a higher dynamic LFP temperature, while the increment 
can be dramatical [34,45,46,49,58-61], slight [14,30], or dependent on 
the velocity range [39,62,63], just to name a few of the findings. This 
can be explained by the fact that for an impacting droplet with a large 
velocity, the vapor beneath the droplet is compressed to a greater extent 
and can be squeezed out more easily. Thus, more vapor should be 
generated to prevent droplet-solid contact. Also, a higher impact mo-
mentum enhances droplet spreading to form a thinner liquid lamella, 
which is vulnerable to bubble bursting. Thus, a higher dynamic LFP 
temperature is required. 

On the other hand, many researchers, such as Chaves et al. [31], 
Manzello and Yang [64], Castanet et al. [65], Nagai et al. [66], Staat 

et al. [38], Sen et al. [67], Börnhorst et al. [68], Wu et al. [44], Zhang 
et al. [69] and Chausalkar et al. [70], reported a negligible effect within 
a wide range of impact velocity. It was further indicated that the critical 
temperature for the nonwetting droplet impact with no direct 
liquid-solid contact is even lower than the static LFP temperature 
determined from the sessile droplet evaporation curve [71,72]. 

Nevertheless, the experimental results presented by Celata et al. 
[73], Mezbah et al. [74], Kompinsky et al. [75], Tong et al. [76], Jowkar 
et al. [77–79], Lee et al. [42], Dhar et al. [80], Kuhn et al. [16], Prasad 
et al. [81], as well as Luo et al. [82] demonstrated a totally different 
trend where the dynamic LFP temperature decreases either considerably 
or slightly with an increased impact velocity. It is speculated that 
improved spreading caused by higher impact velocities induces a larger 
contact area available for heat transfer [80,81]. Accordingly, the 
effective availability of nucleation sites at the liquid-solid interface in-
creases, which benefits vapor layer formation and leads to droplet 
rebound at a lower dynamic LFP temperature. Prasad et al. [83] noticed 
that a higher impact velocity increases the area of nanoparticulate res-
idue deposition under a nanoparticle-added droplet, while the signifi-
cant increment in the nucleation sites promotes bubble coalescence and 
accelerates vapor layer formation. A similar trend was also found by the 
same authors for the nanobubble-dispersed impacting droplets [84]. 
Wang et al. [71,72] attributed the decreased dynamic LFP temperature 
within the low-velocity range to the squeeze film effect. They regarded 
the vapor layer as a spring to bounce the droplet. The squeezing effect 
weakens at a lower impact velocity, and the spring force becomes 
smaller while the damping force dominates. Therefore, a higher tem-
perature is required to intensify vapor generation. 

Meanwhile, Lamini et al. [85], Shirota et al. [41], and Gonzalez 
Recio [62] pointed out that the impact velocity effect is relevant to the 
liquid type, e.g., negligible influence for ethanol and FC-72 (Fluorinert™ 
Electronic Liquid) but significant enhancement for water and FC-84. 
This dependence may stem from the different evaporation and 
spreading characteristics of liquids with diverse thermophysical prop-
erties, including surface tension, latent heat of vaporization, and liquid 
density, for example. 

It is inferred from the impact regime map by Zhang et al. [86] that 
the effect of impact velocity on the dynamic LFP temperature is related 
to the surface texture. For example, the dynamic LFP temperature seems 
to decrease first and then increase with impact velocity on flat silicon, 
but increases monotonously on dense micropillar arrays, and remains 
nearly constant on sparse micropillar arrays. The case is even more 
complex for micropillar surfaces with superhydrophobic graphene 
nanosheet coating. Later, Clavijo et al. [87] revealed a 
wettability-related effect, i.e., the dynamic LFP temperature increases 

Fig. 3. Influencing factors on the dynamic LFP temperature of droplet impact.  

Fig. 4. Variation of dynamic LFP temperature with Weber number for pure 
water droplet impact on smooth substrates without any surface modification. 
The Weber number is changed solely by altering the impact velocity. Hollow, 
semi-hollow, and solid symbols indicate the experimental data with downward, 
invariable, and upward trends, respectively. 
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on the whole with impact velocity on superhydrophilic, hydrophilic, and 
hydrophobic substrates, but exhibits no difference on superhydrophobic 
surfaces. More recently, Zhou et al. [88] found that the dynamic LFP 
temperature remains unchanged on plain titanium surfaces, but in-
creases with impact velocity on nanotube surfaces. 

2.1.2. Impact angle 
In some practical applications, the coolant droplet may impact a 

heated surface with various inclinations. Compared to a perpendicular 
impact, the droplet also slides along the substrate with concurrent 
spread or retraction under the oblique impact condition. To avoid any 
ambiguity, the impact angle in this section is defined as the angle be-
tween the droplet impact velocity vector and the normal direction of the 
heated surface, i.e., an impact angle of 0◦ corresponds to the normal 
impact. 

Yao and Cai [32] experimentally found that a small impact angle of 
less than 45◦ induces an insignificant reduction, while further increasing 
inclination obviously lowers the dynamic LFP temperature. This is due 
to the more pronounced effect of the tangential velocity component, 
which contributes to gas entrainment beneath the droplet. This gas layer 
resembles a vapor layer that insulates droplet-solid contact and reduces 
the dynamic LFP temperature for less vapor production. 

Subsequently, this trend was further corroborated by Celata et al. 
[73]. Wang et al. [39] indicated that the decrease in the dynamic LFP 
temperature associated with an inclined impact is caused by a lower 
effective impact velocity. It is interesting to note in Fig. 5 that the 
measured data at different impact angles collapse roughly onto a single 
curve when the Weber number is calculated based on the perpendicular 
velocity component. 

2.1.3. Impact frequency 
Some researchers conducted droplet stream impact experiments and 

attempted to figure out the dependence of dynamic LFP temperature on 
the impact frequency. Both Bernardin et al. [89,90] and Senda et al. [91] 
reported a negligible effect, while the experimental results by Zhang 
et al. [92] demonstrated that the dynamic LFP temperature was elevated 
by increasing the impact frequency. 

The possible reason for this contradiction might be relevant to the 
relative magnitude of the residence time, tr, which spans the moments 
from droplet impact to rebound, to the time interval Δt between the 
impact of two successive droplets. Using the freely oscillating approxi-
mation [93] for simplicity, the residence time expressed as tr = π/4 

(ρfd3/σ)1/2 is approximately 15 ms and 1 ms for water droplets with 
diameters of 3.0 mm [89,90] and 0.5 mm [91], respectively, which are 
relatively shorter than a Δt of 400 ms (150 dpm) [89,90] and 66.7 ms 
(900 dpm) [91]. Therefore, the subsequent droplet does not interact 
with the former one, and the impact condition is equivalent to a single 
droplet with no frequency effect. With a high impact frequency of 71–72 
kHz [92], tr (0.15–0.22 ms for 0.139–0.181 mm water droplets) is longer 
than the Δt (0.08–0.14 ms). That is, the inevitable interaction between 
successive droplets will significantly affect heat transfer and impact 
hydrodynamics. The orderly droplet stream induces periodical vapor 
release, which is unfavorable for the formation of a continuous vapor 
layer. Therefore, the dynamic LFP temperature is greatly elevated. 

Although beyond the scope of the present review, it is noted that the 
identification method of the dynamic LFP temperature for high- 
frequency droplet streams (e.g., Zhang et al. [92]) is completely 
different from that for a single droplet. In the former case, the droplet 
splash angle decreases linearly with increased surface temperature when 
approaching the dynamic Leidenfrost condition. Once the splash angle 
reaches a minimum value, the appearance of stable and orderly splash 
morphology and abrupt heat transfer deterioration designates the dy-
namic LFP temperature. 

2.1.4. Droplet diameter 
It is generally accepted that with a larger droplet diameter, the 

Weber number increases and in turn elevates the dynamic LFP temper-
ature. Since a larger droplet size prolongs the residence time and 
spreading diameter, it is less likely to form a vapor layer when the 
droplet retracts to a spherical shape before rebounding from the sub-
strate. Thus, the dynamic Leidenfrost condition is achieved at a higher 
surface temperature [94]. 

Nevertheless, Tamura et al. [95], as well as Xiong and Yuan [96] 
showed that the dynamic LFP temperature is mostly independent of 
droplet diameter for a wide range of liquid types. Deng and Gomez [97] 
observed the rebound of electrically charged nanoliter droplets and the 
adhesion of picoliter droplets at the same surface temperature. Recall the 
hydrodynamic criteria that the dynamic LFP temperature can be regarded 
as the lowest temperature for droplet rebound. It is inferred that a smaller 
droplet diameter corresponds to a higher TLFP value, which is contrary to 
the broad consensus for impacting droplets without electric charge. They 
suggested that the impact time is longer than the charge relaxation time for 
a larger droplet, for which charge transport occurs during droplet-surface 
contact, and the effect of image force on postimpact behaviors is negli-
gible. However, smaller droplets are subject to the image force, therefore, 
droplet rebound is significantly suppressed. 

2.2. Effects of surface characteristics 

Since the dynamic Leidenfrost effect is closely related to the inter-
action between the droplet and heated substrate, a considerable amount 
of effort has been devoted to the effect of surface characteristics on the 
dynamic LFP temperature. 

2.2.1. Thermophysical property 
Experimental results showed that the dynamic LFP temperature can 

be quite different on heated substrates with similar roughness parame-
ters but diverse surface materials [2,98]. Therefore, it is speculated that 
solid thermophysical properties play a significant role. The dynamic LFP 
temperature was found to remarkably increases on aged die surfaces 
[94], where the aging effect mainly lowers the thermal conductivity of 
the surface oxidation layer relative to the bare steel. However, when 
comparing the dynamic LFP temperatures on aluminum, copper, and 
stainless steel surfaces, Lamini et al. [85] found that TLFP is not related to 
surface thermophysical properties. They stated that the possible reason 
may be the inevitable forming and gradual thickening of the oxidation 
layer with increased surface temperature during the experiment on 
stainless steel and copper substrates. 

Fig. 5. Effect of the impact angle on the dynamic LFP temperature. Adapted 
from Wang et al. [39]. α = 0◦ corresponds to the normal impact. 
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Several other investigations found that the dynamic LFP temperature 
is higher on surfaces with a lower thermal effusivity [3,44,99], which is 
a dominant factor rather than the solid thermal diffusivity [44], capil-
lary wicking, and permeability effects [99]. Wu et al. [44] further 
demonstrated that the increase in the dynamic LFP temperature with 
impact velocity is more remarkable on surfaces with lower thermal 
effusivity. The solid thermal effusivity, which is expressed as ew =

(ρwcpwλw)0.5, indicates how fast the substrate is able to transfer heat to 
the droplet [100]. Therefore, the droplet-solid interfacial temperature 
will decrease as the thermal effusivity decreases. To produce enough 
vapor for droplet levitation, a higher interfacial temperature, and, 
accordingly, a higher dynamic LFP temperature is required. 

Considering heat transfer between the impacting droplet and the 
heated surface, the substrate temperature may decrease due to droplet 
cooling. Baumeister and Simon [101] classified solid surfaces into three 
categories: isothermal (e.g., aluminum), intermediate (e.g., stainless 
steel), and non-isothermal (e.g., glass). Generally, metallic surfaces can 
effectively eliminate the non-isothermal effect during droplet impact, 
but it is disadvantageous to directly identify the liquid-vapor interface 
compared to transparent nonmetals [63]. Limbeek et al. [102,103] 
observed a delayed touch-down phenomenon where the droplet is 
levitated initially but shortly regains contact for ethanol droplet impact 
on the glass surface. They supposed that this is caused by significant 
cooling during the early stage of droplet impact on glass with poor heat 
transport characteristics, which results in a decrease in the surface 
temperature. Moreover, this effect occurs only when the thermal time 
scale tth = λwρwcpwh− 2 is smaller than the impact time scale timp = d/u, 
where h is the heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, a higher dynamic LFP 
temperature is required under these conditions. However, they indi-
cated that for microscale droplets with timp < tth, the heated surface can 
also be considered isothermal during the impact process. This conclu-
sion was confirmed by Shirota et al. [41] since the dynamic LFP tem-
perature on sapphires with relatively higher heat transport properties is 
lower by about 50 K than that on glass [43]. 

Incidentally, a similar cooling effect is also noteworthy for droplet 
impact on a thin substrate [102], which corresponds to a higher dynamic 
LFP temperature. As shown in Fig. 6, the cooling front penetrates 
through the thin substrate where heat can only be provided from the 
periphery of the impact area, while a thick substrate can provide heat 
from below. Misyura [104] indicated that this cooling effect is related to 
the ratio of droplet diameter to substrate thickness. 

2.2.2. Surface roughness 
Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions of some previous 

studies on the surface roughness effect. It is widely recognized that the 
static LFP temperature increases with increasing surface roughness [50, 
105] since surface protrusions play an important role in penetrating the 
vapor layer underneath a sessile droplet [106]. However, the case is 
much different for an impacting droplet. Decreased dynamic LFP tem-
peratures were reported by the same authors on similar surfaces to that 
in sessile droplet experiments (i.e., polished, particle-blasted and 
rough-sanded copper [89,90], and polished aluminum with different 
classes [105]). They believed that higher surface roughness is disad-
vantageous to the stability of the liquid frontal edge during droplet 

spreading, which would result in droplet disintegration. As a result, the 
pressure under the impacting droplet decreases, which requires a lower 
surface temperature to attain the critical dynamic Leidenfrost state. The 
same trend was also observed in a recent study by Wang et al. [2] on 
CVD-SiC surfaces grinded with different diamond pastes, where they 
observed droplet contact with the protruding roughness during droplet 
receding and the resultant secondary atomization. The contradiction 
between sessile and impacting droplets also probably originates from 
the fact that the dynamic LFP temperature dependence on surface 
roughness is subject to many other factors. For instance, the relative 
magnitude of roughness height to droplet height during spreading will 
undoubtedly affect the possibility of either droplet disintegration or 
vapor layer penetration by the surface features. 

Some researchers, however, hold a contrary opinion since they have 
found that the dynamic LFP temperature increases with surface rough-
ness. Zabala et al. [94] proposed that a higher surface roughness hinders 
the droplet-solid contact and weakens heat transfer. Therefore, a higher 
surface temperature is needed to generate sufficient vapor to attain the 
dynamic Leidenfrost effect. It is known that different treatments to 
obtain different roughness levels may also simultaneously change the 
surface wettability and thermophysical properties. For instance, a 
higher surface roughness generally improves the hydrophilicity of a 
hydrophilic surface, while a hydrophobic surface will be more hydro-
phobic. Lee et al. [107] successfully separated the surface roughness 
effect from the wetting characteristics. They polished zirconium surfaces 
with different abrasive papers to achieve similar wettability (with water 
contact angles of 7◦ and 11◦) but different roughness levels. It was 
observed that the rougher surface elevates the dynamic LFP tempera-
ture. They proposed that microscale roughness induces additional fric-
tion that impedes droplet retraction and in turn causes a longer contact 
time, prolonging the transition boiling regime. The same trend was 
observed by Guo et al. [108], and the surface roughness effect is similar 
to the case of a sessile droplet discussed in Ref. [106]. Considering the 
aforementioned contrary conclusions, it is unclear whether surface 
roughness could increase the dynamic LFP temperature and still needs 
further investigation. 

Also, it should be noted that the surface roughness discussed in this 
section is randomly distributed without any additional surface modifi-
cations, which is different in terms of its physical mechanism from those 
shown in subsequent sections where the increased roughness is caused 
by fabricating micro/nanostructures. 

2.2.3. Porosity and permeability 
Avedisian and Koplik [109] found that compared with polished 

stainless steel, the dynamic LFP temperature on 10% porosity and 25% 
porosity alumina-ceramic surfaces is elevated, respectively, by about 
100 K and 200 K for a methanol droplet. With a higher porosity of 40%, 
film boiling could not occur even when the surface temperature reaches 
620 K. The same trend was also observed for n-heptane droplets with a 
higher Weber number [110]. Such an obvious enhancement is mainly 

Fig. 6. Droplet impact on silicon substrates with different thicknesses [102]. 
The thermal boundary layer in the solid phase is indicated in blue, where the 
arrows show the dominant heat fluxes. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Table 1 
Experimental conditions for prior studies centered on surface roughness effects 
on the dynamic LFP temperature.  

Reference Liquid 
type 

Surface condition Test 
conditions 

Dynamic LFP temperature decreasing with increasing surface roughness 
Bernadin et al. [89, 

90] 
water copper (Ra = 0.097–2.96 μm) We = 20–220 

Misyura [105] water aluminum (Rq = 0.04–6 μm) We = 8–110 
Wang et al. [2] water CVD-SiC (Rq = 5.4–10.5 μm) We = 10–120 
Dynamic LFP temperature increasing with increasing surface roughness 
Zabala et al. [94] lubricant steel (Ra = 0.025–1.85 μm) We = 9–64 
Lee et al. [107] water zirconium (Ra = 0.36–1.9 

μm) 
We = 7.6 

Guo et al. [108] diesel aluminum alloy (smooth and 
etched) 

H0 = 10 mm  
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caused by vapor absorption into the porous structures during droplet 
spreading, which decreases the vapor pressure to levitate the droplet. 
More recently, Lipson and Chandra [111] further verified the increased 
dynamic LFP temperatures for n-heptane droplets on porous surfaces, 
where no Leidenfrost effect occurs for water droplets within the test 
range of surface temperatures. Similarly, Kuhn et al. [16] indicated that 
the dynamic LFP temperature increases with pore diameter since the 
vapor penetration lowers the effective vapor layer thickness. 

Meanwhile, Wang et al. [3] found that the dynamic LFP temperature 
is significantly elevated with the existence of surface oxidization. With 
energy dispersive spectrometer analysis, they pointed out that the 
oxidized surface experiences further corrosion during the droplet impact 
process, where the increased surface porosity by the oxide particles re-
sults in an increased dynamic LFP temperature. 

On the other hand, when conducting droplet impact experiments on 
porous substrates with sintered glass beads of different sizes, Kim and 
Lee [112] found that the dynamic LFP temperature decreases with a 
higher surface permeability caused by larger glass beads. This is because 
the pores play a role similar to nucleation cavities, and higher perme-
ability corresponding to more nucleation sites is favorable to vapor 
generation. Zhao et al. [113] observed no droplet rebound phenomenon 
on a porous substrate, even if the surface temperature is much higher 
than the dynamic LFP temperature on impermeable surfaces. However, 
they attributed it to the significant cooling effect (which is discussed in 
Section 2.2.1) rather than the porous structure. 

Diverging from the conventional wisdom that vapor penetrates into 
porous structures, Lee et al. [99] detected a negligible influence of 
permeability for a sintered porous surface with submicron particles. This 
is proved by theoretical analysis that the decrease in the normalized 
vapor layer thickness is insignificant within the test range of perme-
ability. Instead, they attributed the variation of dynamic LFP tempera-
ture to the effects of thermal effusivity (for both water and ethanol) and 
capillary wicking (only for water). 

2.2.4. Surface structure 
Enabled by the latest development of microfabrication and nano-

technology, micro/nanoscale structures with precisely controlled ge-
ometries and dimensions can be fabricated on a smooth substrate. The 
existing experimental studies illustrated that surface structure modifi-
cation can significantly shift the dynamic LFP temperature towards 
either higher or lower values.  

(a) Microscale texture 

As shown in Fig. 7, Wang et al. [114] utilized the selective laser 
melting technique to fabricate several types of microstructured surfaces. 
Compared to a smooth surface, the medium-density cylindrical fins, 
medium-density and low-density clavate fins, as well as conical fins 
were observed to increase the dynamic LFP temperature, while the 
high-density cylindrical fins exhibited lower TLFP values. For the sur-
faces with low-density cylindrical fins and cylindrical-clavate composite 
fins, no dynamic Leidenfrost condition was detected under the test 
experimental conditions. 

Tran et al. [115] found that the dynamic LFP temperature is much 
lower with the existence of micropillar arrays. They attributed this 
reduction to the increased heat transfer area caused by the microstruc-
tures. The same trend was also observed by Clavijo et al. [87], although 
the micropillar surface is more hydrophilic than the bare silicon. Tran 
et al. [115] also reported decreased dynamic LFP temperatures with 
increased micropillar height at fixed micropillar interspacing and width. 
They supposed that the droplet does not penetrate the micropillar 
interspacing so only a very thin vapor layer is needed to separate the 
droplet from the pillar top surface where the local heat transfer is much 
stronger than the interspacing locations. The microstructures inhibit the 
vapor outflow, and, therefore, a lower surface temperature is required to 
produce sufficient vapor pressure to levitate the droplet. 

However, other studies indicated that the dynamic LFP temperature 
increases with micropillar interspacing [116] and micropillar width 
[117], while no difference was also observed between smooth and 
micropillar silicon [98]. Park et al. [118] concluded that the dynamic 
LFP temperature either increases or decreases on the micropillar sur-
faces, and this indeterminate variation trend is relevant to the 
pitch-to-width ratio and height-to-width ratio. Auliano et al. [119] 
verified higher dynamic LFP temperatures on the surface with tapered 
submicron pillars than on a plain substrate, and the increment is more 
remarkable at higher impact velocities. They explained it through 
increased hydrophilicity which enhances capillary wicking and prevents 
dry-out, and a higher roughness that enables a larger heat transfer area. 

Later, Park and Kim [120,121] reported a nonmonotonic effect of 
micropillar arrays. Compared with a water droplet impacting on a 
smooth surface, the dynamic LFP temperatures are significantly lower 
on microtextured surfaces with small pillar spacings, but much higher 
with large pillar spacings. The case is even more complicated for ethanol 

Fig. 7. Schematic of different microstructures adopted by Wang et al. [114].  
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droplets. For example, higher TLFP occurs on the textured surfaces 
compared to the smooth surface at We = 3, while TLFP values with small 
pillar spacings are lower than the smooth case at We = 5. With a further 
increased Weber number, all the textured surfaces show decreased dy-
namic LFP temperatures. Also, the effect of pillar spacing is no longer 
monotonic. Furthermore, the dynamic LFP temperature is also reported 
to exhibit different variation trends with micropillar diameter at 
different micropillar heights, all higher than that on a smooth surface 
[122]. While with a much wider range of micropillar spacing [123,124], 
the dynamic LFP temperature was reported to increase first and then 
decrease with increased pillar spacing, showing that there exists a 
highest TLFP value at the optimal spacing. 

It is interesting to note that there exist two distinct local maxima of 
evaporation time on micropillar surfaces from the results by Wei et al. 
[125], which respectively correspond to the contact nonwetting state 
and dynamic Leidenfrost condition. Compared to a flat surface, they 
found higher dynamic LFP temperatures on the micropillar surface with 
a strong capillary effect. They attributed the increased TLFP with larger 
pillar spacing and pillar height to the lower effective thermal conduc-
tivity and heat transfer area with sparse micropillars and higher thermal 
resistance associated with taller pillars. 

Jerng and Kim [126] conducted droplet impact experiments on 
microchannel surfaces. They found that an increased channel gap ele-
vates the dynamic LFP temperature, which is caused by lower hydraulic 
resistance to the evaporating vapor flow underneath the droplet and, in 
turn, decreased vapor pressure. However, it was shown in Fig. 8 that the 
TLFP values with small channel widths are lower than a smooth surface. 
Recently, Ogata and Nakanishi [127] found that the dynamic LFP tem-
perature is significantly increased on microscale wire mesh surfaces, and 
TLFP increases with decreased wire spacing. This is because the neck-like 
filaments formed on the meshes prevent droplet rebound, and the 
enhanced capillarity at small wire spacings facilitates solid-liquid con-
tact, which ultimately elevates the dynamic LFP temperature. Cao and 
Chen [128] noted that the dynamic LFP temperature increases with 
trapezoidal microgroove width and decreases with microgroove depth, 
but in each case is higher than the TLFP values on a smooth surface. Guo 
et al. [129] further indicated an obvious elevation in the dynamic LFP 
temperature with microgroove depth, which they attributed primarily to 
the microgroove-induced spreading and escaping of the generated 
vapor.  

(a) Nanoscale texture 

Fig. 9 shows some scanning electron microscopy images of different 
nanoscale structures adopted in previous studies. Elevated dynamic LFP 
temperatures were reported on the nanopillar surfaces relative to the 
smooth substrate [130]. With the electrospun polymer nanofiber mats, 
Weickgenannt et al. [131] and Sinha-Ray et al. [132] observed complete 
adhesion instead of droplet rebound even at surface temperatures suf-
ficiently higher than TLFP on a bare substrate. This implies that the dy-
namic Leidenfrost effect is suppressed, i.e., the dynamic LFP 
temperature is prominently increased. Nair et al. [133] further proposed 
that the dynamic LFP temperature increases with the nanofiber length. 
They compared several time scales related to nanofiber cooling, nano-
fiber exposure to the vapor flow, and heat flow inside the nanofiber, 
where the time scale of nanofiber cooling is much shorter than that of 
the latter two. They concluded that the nanofibers are effectively cooled 
by the vapor flow to achieve a temperature much lower than the core 
substrate. This is responsible for a higher dynamic LFP temperature to 
sustain stable film boiling. 

Similarly, Auliano et al. [35,134] experimentally detected much 
higher dynamic LFP temperatures on nanowire surfaces, which is due to 
the following four factors induced by nanowires: (1) increased surface 
roughness and nucleation cavity density, (2) the thermal fin effect which 
increases effective heat transfer area, (3) capillary wicking to prevent 
dry-out, and (4) better superhydrophilicity to promote intermittent 
liquid-solid contact. Furthermore, Sahoo et al. [135] indicated that the 
TLFP value increases with nanowire height, which is caused by capillary 
wicking and also a strong vapor dispersion into the nanowire array. 

Tong et al. [76] also observed no dynamic Leidenfrost phenomenon 
on a titanium surface covered with TiO2 nanotubes which, however, 
occurs on a bare substrate within the same range of surface temperature. 
This indicates that the dynamic LFP temperature is significantly 
increased, and the dynamic Leidenfrost effect can even be completely 
inhibited with the nanotube structures. They attributed it to the capil-
lary effect and improved surface wettability, while Kim et al. [36] 
highlighted the slip effect adjacent to the substrate, where the nanotubes 
enable the vapor to radially disperse so that less vapor remains to levi-
tate the droplet. Later, the nanotube-induced increase in the dynamic 
LFP temperature was further confirmed [88,136], and this effect is more 
obvious at higher Weber numbers [88]. 

Lim et al. [137] showed that the dynamic Leidenfrost effect for 
droplet impact on a slightly inclined surface can also be successfully 
suppressed by coating graphene nanoplatelets. It was observed that the 
transition from film boiling to contact boiling occurs when a Leidenfrost 
droplet rolls from bare to coated sections of the aluminum substrate. 
They explained this phenomenon through the permeation characteris-
tics of graphene, which enables vapor to flow through the nano-
structures and hinders the formation of a continuous vapor layer. 

On the other hand, some studies hold different opinions on the 
nanostructure effect. For example, Liu et al. [138] reported decreased 
dynamic LFP temperatures by fabricating nanopillar arrays. They sup-
posed that the nanotextures enhance heat transfer and in turn decrease 
the required surface temperature for complete droplet rebound. Ogata 
and Nakanishi [127] found no difference in the dynamic LFP tempera-
ture on smooth and nanoparticle-coated surfaces. They supposed that 
the smooth surface is hydrophilic enough (CA = 18.5◦), and that the 
further improved wettability by nanoparticles (CA = 5.5◦) had a negli-
gible effect.  

(a) Multiscale structure 

The above-reviewed studies compared the dynamic LFP tempera-
tures on either microscale or nanoscale structured surfaces to that of 
smooth substrates. Meanwhile, comparisons between different scales of 
surface textures were also conducted. Kim et al. [37] found that the 
nanotube surface shows a higher dynamic LFP temperature than the 
microtextured surface, both surpassing the bare surface. They also 
attributed this enhancement to capillary wicking, the effect of which is 

Fig. 8. Variation of dynamic LFP temperature with microchannel width [126]. 
Dashed lines indicate the dynamic LFP temperature for smooth surfaces. 
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stronger on nanotextured surfaces. Since the generated vapor is partly 
absorbed into the micro/nanostructures, higher evaporation rates and 
surface temperatures are required compared to a smooth surface. Wang 
et al. [29] and Farokhnia et al. [139] also verified that the nano-
structures show superior improvement than microstructures. 

It is shown that the microstructures facilitate intermittent liquid- 
solid contact, although they may induce excessive vapor generation or 
vapor flow blockage, while the nanoscale structures tend to promote 
capillary wicking. Thus, considering these factors, several researchers 
turned to the multiscale structures, which combine the advantages of 

Fig. 9. Scanning electron microscopy images of different nanoscale structures.  

Fig. 10. Fabrication of hierarchical structures for dynamic LFP temperature enhancement.  
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surface textures with different length scales to achieve superior sup-
pression of the dynamic Leidenfrost effect. For instance, Lee et al. [107] 
found that the dynamic LFP temperature is higher on the micro/nano 
multiscale textured surface (nanoneedles with micro-roughness) than on 
the microscale rough surface. This is due to the capillary wicking effect 
and the unique precursor wetting front. Ogata and Nakanishi [127] also 
reported that the dynamic LFP temperatures on a nanoparticle-coated 
microscale mesh surface increase significantly compared with the 
microscale mesh surface. However, no distinct difference can be detec-
ted between the micropillar-nanowire composite surfaces and the 
micropillar surfaces [29]. 

The decoupled hierarchical structures developed by Farokhnia et al. 
[139] and Sajadi et al. [98], as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), were found 
to effectively elevate the dynamic LFP temperature. The hierarchical 
structures have separate functions, e.g., the anodic aluminum oxide 
(AAO) nanomembrane enhances droplet-solid contact through capillary 
wicking, while the high-aspect ratio micropillars provide a path for 
vapor flow [139]. Therefore, the hierarchical structures show much 
better capacity than the surfaces with only microscale or nanoscale 
structures [98,127,139]. 

Jiang et al. [140] innovatively designed a new-type structured 
thermal armor (see Fig. 10(c)), which mainly consists of three functional 
units, including steel pillars as thermal bridges, a porous SiO2 membrane 
for liquid wicking, and U-shaped channels for vapor evacuation. It was 
reported that this hierarchical structure could inhibit the dynamic Lei-
denfrost effect up to 1150 ◦C for water and even for low-boiling point 
nitrogen droplets. Also, the elevation is much more significant than the 
control tests with only membranes or channels. Recently, Du et al. [141] 
observed droplet impact on bare, micro/nanostructured (micron-terrace 
structures with a nanoneedle-like thin layer) and pillar array (with a size 
ranging in the hundreds of micrometers) aluminum surfaces. The greatly 
elevated dynamic LFP temperature on the micro/nanostructured surface 
is due to vapor dispersion that causes vapor pressure reduction and 
intermittent liquid-solid contact, while the strong capillary wicking and 
high vapor permeability triggered by pillars can completely suppress the 
dynamic Leidenfrost effect under the test conditions. 

In addition to the above micro/nanoscale structures, Li and Wei-
sensee [142] recently observed the droplet impact behavior on a single 
millimetric post. They found an increased static LFP temperature 
compared to the flat substrate due to the pinning force induced by mixed 
boiling modes along the post height (i.e., film boiling on the base, and 
contact boiling at the periphery and top surface). However, the dynamic 
LFP temperature shows an opposite trend over a wide range of Weber 
numbers, which they supposed to be caused by an increased heat 
transfer area. It is noted that the post with a similar dimension to the 
droplet plays a much different role from the previously discussed mi-
crostructures or nanostructures. Generally speaking, small-scale struc-
tures influence the dynamic LFP temperature by modulating the vapor 
dynamics beneath the droplet. For example, micro/nanoscale textures 
affect vapor flow through the structures, penetrate the vapor layer to 
improve solid-liquid contact, and change the surface wettability. How-
ever, large-scale textures also significantly alter the droplet morphology 
and impact dynamics. Overall, the mechanism of dynamic LFP tem-
perature elevation or reduction with different scales of surface modifi-
cation still needs further detailed elucidation. 

2.2.5. Surface wettability 
It is believed that the contact angle is an influential parameter 

related to the stability of the vapor layer between the liquid and the 
heated surface [143]. To ascertain the wettability effect on the dynamic 
LFP temperature, many researchers modified the chemical and/or geo-
metric properties of plain surfaces to achieve an entire wettability 
spectrum from superhydrophilic to superhydrophobic. Kim et al. [144] 
indicated that conditions favoring bubble nucleation accompanied by 
unstable interface dynamics can effectively shift the dynamic LFP tem-
perature to higher values. Therefore, more hydrophilic surfaces 

correspond to higher TLFP values [87,145]. It was shown that the 
micro/nanoscale structured surfaces, which could have effectively 
suppressed the dynamic Leidenfrost effect, even markedly reduce the 
dynamic LFP temperature with hydrophobic fluoroalkylsilane coating 
[29,117]. 

Takata et al. [146,147] successfully isolated wettability as an 
exclusive parameter with the other surface characteristics unchanged by 
simply exposing the TiO2-coated substrate to UV light (hydrophilic) or 
shielding it from UV light (hydrophobic), and found that the dynamic 
LFP temperature increases at a lower contact angle. Recently, Ma et al. 
[46] investigated the dynamic LFP temperature on surfaces with 
different wettabilities but similar roughness levels. They also found that 
the dynamic LFP temperature increases with better surface wettability. 
This is because hydrophobicity enables vapor bubbles to grow in a flat 
manner and to spread out, where a large bubble departure diameter is 
required. These two factors both contribute to the vapor layer formation 
and lower the surface temperature to attain the dynamic Leidenfrost 
condition. In a subsequent study by the same authors [148], they con-
ducted potential barrier analysis, where better surface wettability cor-
responds to a greater change in the Gibbs free energy, and, in turn, film 
boiling is inhibited. However, the impact velocity effect was excluded in 
their theoretical analysis, which was dedicated to impacting droplets 
with low Weber numbers. 

With diesel being the working fluid, Guo et al. [108] and Chen et al. 
[149] showed that an oleophobic surface facilitates vapor layer forma-
tion with easier bubble coalescence and a lower potential barrier for the 
transition to film boiling. Consequently, the dynamic LFP temperature 
reduces, which is similar to the case of water on hydrophobic surfaces. 
While on the oleophilic surfaces (which are similar to hydrophilic sub-
strates for water), isolated bubbles are difficult to merge but it is easier 
to penetrate the thinner liquid lamella with better spreadability. How-
ever, Huang et al. [150] reported the opposite phenomenon. That is, the 
dynamic LFP temperature on a hydrophobic double-reentrant micro-
groove array surface is much higher than that on a hydrophilic micro-
groove array surface. This is because the overhanging structure on top of 
the microgrooves impedes the upward vapor flow. Instead, vapor es-
capes more easily along the microgroove direction, resulting in a 
decreased vapor pressure. It implies that the adverse effect of hydro-
phobicity can be neutralized by well-designed surface structures. 

2.2.6. Surface curvature 
In practical applications, some curved substrates can be involved as 

the impact target, such as the coating of spherical particles and the 
cooling of cylindrical fuel rods. Therefore, some efforts have been 
devoted to studying the surface curvature effect on the dynamic LFP 
temperature. 

Jadidbonab et al. [151] reported a slightly decreased dynamic LFP 
temperature on a spherical surface compared to a flat substrate, and this 
curvature-induced shift results from additional droplet interface 
perturbation and gravitational force. Guo et al. [152] illustrated that the 
convex surface possessed a higher dynamic LFP temperature than the 
concave surface. This is because the tangential gravity component im-
pedes droplet spreading in the circumferential direction on a concave 
substrate. The resulting thicker liquid lamella hampers bubble bursting 
and thus benefits vapor layer formation. Jowkar and Morad [77,78] 
presented the droplet impact patterns on flat, semi-cylindrical concave 
and convex surfaces with impact regime maps over broad ranges of 
surface temperatures and Weber numbers. Different from film boiling on 
a flat surface, they observed no thermal atomization on the concave 
surface, while droplet rebound and thermal atomization also diminish 
on the convex surface. Although not explicitly mentioned, it is specu-
lated that the surface curvature also exerts a significant effect on the 
lower boundary of film boiling, i.e., the dynamic LFP temperature. 

Recently, Luo et al. [82] summarized the peculiarity concerning the 
dynamic Leidenfrost phenomenon for droplet impact on a cylindrical 
surface compared with a flat surface. First, the curvature-induced 
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tangential velocity makes the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability more likely 
to occur to trigger droplet disintegration. Also, the droplet tends to 
spread to a greater extent in the circumferential direction, resulting in a 
thinner liquid lamella that is vulnerable to being penetrated by vapor 
bubbles. They proposed that it is easier to levitate these produced small 
droplets with less mass, exhibiting the dynamic Leidenfrost state. 

Lee et al. [153] studied a limiting case of a cylindrical surface, i.e., 
droplet impact on a nichrome wire, which shows a higher dynamic LFP 
temperature than a flat surface. Due to the high wire curvature, the 
droplet-solid contact area is relatively smaller than two-dimensional 
surfaces. Consequently, an excessive heat transfer at a higher surface 
temperature is required to facilitate a jumping mode. 

2.3. Effects of fluid properties 

Although topographical modification of the heated substrate can 
elevate the dynamic LFP temperature, this method is not suitable in 
some applications with specified surface features (e.g., metal quench-
ing). In these cases, adding secondary components to the base liquid is 
known to significantly affect droplet impact heat transfer and dynamic 
LFP temperature. 

Compared with single-component droplet impact, the case with a 
binary liquid mixture is much more complicated, which additionally 
features the following complications. First, in addition to the tempera-
ture and pressure, the droplet thermophysical properties are also highly 
dependent on the component concentration, which may change 
dramatically during the impact process with a violent phase change. 
Second, due to the different saturation temperatures of each component, 
the more volatile component is consumed more quickly, resulting in a 
decreased concentration near the liquid-vapor interface. Therefore, a 
concentration gradient appears in the liquid phase, where transient heat 
transfer and mass diffusion strongly couple and compete with each 
other. Kompinsky et al. [75] observed a unique impact pattern for a 
bicomponent mixture droplet when the surface temperature lies be-
tween the dynamic LFP temperatures of n-hexane and n-decane. The 
droplet undergoes dry rebound first (i.e., film boiling), but then nucle-
ation boiling occurs after the low-volatility fuel is consumed. Therefore, 
the dynamic LFP temperature of a mixture droplet increases with the 
concentration of the heavy component. The same conclusion has also 
been reached by other studies with diesel and dodecane [154], n-hep-
tane/n-decane mixtures across a wide range of ambient pressures [70, 
155], as well as ethanol and 10% ethanol/90% n-decane mixtures [156]. 
Furthermore, it was proposed that the dynamic LFP temperature of bi-
nary mixtures falls within the limits of each component [157], while 
explosive boiling may occur at a surface temperature between the TLFP 
values of each component with low concentrations of the more volatile 
component [158]. 

As will be discussed in the following subsections, various types of 
additives were adopted to alter the thermophysical properties of an 
impacting water droplet (e.g., surface tension, latent heat of vapor-
ization), thereby regulating the dynamic LFP temperature. On the other 
hand, the subcooling degree, which is relevant to heat transfer, is 
another influential parameter affecting fluid properties, and therefore 
the dynamic LFP temperature. 

2.3.1. Dissolved gas 
Generally, the liquid coolant used in industries inevitably contains 

some dissolved non-condensable gasses from the piping system or the 
processing environment, which were shown to increase the liquid 
saturation temperature and contact angle [159,160]. Therefore, the 
dissolved gas may change the LFP temperature. Bernardin and Mudawar 
[50] reported a minimal difference between the static LFP temperatures 
of non-degassed and degassed sessile droplets. Cui et al. [161] found 
that the dissolved carbon dioxide can effectively suppress heterogeneous 
bubble formation for droplet impact in the film boiling regime, but the 
gas effect on the dynamic LFP temperature was not explicitly pointed 

out. Recently, Prasad et al. [84] noted that the dynamic LFP temperature 
increases at higher nanobubble concentrations. When the 
nanobubble-dispersed droplet impacts the surface, the nanobubbles at 
and near the liquid-solid interface are thermally destabilized and expand 
rapidly. The released gas forms a micrometer-scale thin layer to reduce 
the effective contact area between droplet and substrate, which delays 
the generation of a stable vapor layer. To date, the dissolved gas effect 
on the dynamic LFP temperature has not been fully revealed and re-
mains an open question worthy of further study. 

2.3.2. Surfactants 
Several studies reported that the dynamic LFP temperature of a sa-

line solution droplet increases with the NaCl concentration [157,162, 
163]. Such an elevation was regarded to be caused by droplet breakup 
accompanied by promoted bubble formation [161], salt crystal deposi-
tion [163], as well as increased surface tension and delayed vapor 
bubble coalescence [164]. It was also reported that increasing water 
hardness [94] and using plasma-activated water [165] can slightly in-
crease the dynamic LFP temperature while keeping a constant contact 
angle. Meanwhile, a higher water content in an emulsion droplet may 
result in a decrease [166], an increase [167], or exhibit a negligible 
effect regarding the dynamic LFP temperature [13]. While the elevated 
dynamic LFP temperature by graphite lubricant is assumed to be related 
to the deposited layer and pinning of the contact line [168]. 

Nagai et al. [66] indicated that the dynamic LFP temperature in-
creases at higher lubricant concentrations (i.e., lower surface tension), 
and the increment is more obvious within the low concentration range. 
Mach et al. [169] proposed that the surfactant can reduce the droplet 
evaporation rate and enhance the molecular attractive force between the 
droplet and solid surface, both beneficial to elevate the dynamic LFP 
temperature. On the other hand, the droplet spreads to a larger lamella 
with reduced surface tension, and the vapor pressure increases. There-
fore, a lower dynamic LFP temperature is needed to levitate the more 
deformed droplet. The combined effect of these three factors leads to the 
trend that the dynamic LFP temperature is independent of the surfactant 
below a threshold concentration, after which TLFP sharply decreases and 
remains unchanged with further increased surfactant concentrations. 
This abrupt reduction implies that the dominant effect is the decreased 
surface tension, which accords with the fact that a certain surfactant 
content is necessary to achieve complete monolayer surface coverage, 
and higher surfactant concentrations no longer have any effects. How-
ever, also considering the limited effect within a certain concentration 
range, Zabala et al. [94] showed that the dynamic LFP temperature 
steeply increases first, then remains stabilized and finally decreases with 
increased lubricant concentrations. They ascribed the initial elevation to 
the requirement of higher surface temperatures to produce the critical 
evaporation rate for droplet levitation. While the stabilization of the 
dynamic LFP temperature is due to the droplet surface being saturated 
with the lubricant, any further addition of lubricant is deemed 
ineffective. 

Qiao and Chandra [170] reported an inhibiting effect of an anionic 
surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS) on the dynamic LFP tempera-
ture of water droplets. They suggested that heterogeneous nucleation is 
suppressed along with the surfactant-induced decrease in the contact 
angle. Therefore, the droplet evaporation rate increases in the transition 
boiling regime, and the maximum evaporation time shifts to a lower 
surface temperature. Zhang et al. [171] also found that the dynamic LFP 
temperature significantly decreases with the concentrations of SDS and 
cationic cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) before the critical 
micelle concentration (CMC) is reached. They attributed this change to 
the nonpolar chains of the absorbed surfactant monomers that support 
bubble growth and coalescence. Although the same additives as those by 
Qiao and Chandra [170] and Zhang et al. [171] were adopted, Prasad 
et al. [81] found that the dynamic LFP temperature increases with SDS 
and CTAB concentrations as a whole, accompanied by 
surfactant-induced inhibition of droplet spreading, while the increment 
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is more prominent for the former additive. They ascribed this contra-
diction to different surface conditions and droplet diameters. Also using 
SDS, Cai et al. [172] reported that the dynamic LFP temperature in-
creases first and then decreases with surfactant concentration. The same 
trend was also observed for other additives, including dodecyl trime-
thylammonium bromide (DTAB), Pluronic F127, Pluronic P123, and 
Tween-20. They proposed a possible reason that the enhancements of 
wetting capacity and boiling heat transfer capacity are not synchronized 
with the change of surfactant concentration. The abovementioned 
disagreement between various studies using the same types of surfac-
tants may also stem from diverse experimental conditions, as shown in 
Table 2. 

Bertola and Sefiane [34,173] found that the dynamic LFP tempera-
tures with polyethylene oxide are much lower than pure water droplets. 
It was postulated that the polymer solution with elongational viscosity 
increases stability at the droplet surface, reduces the possibility of 
liquid-solid contact, and prevents bubble bursting for atomization. 
However, Li et al. [174] observed an opposite trend with the same 
polymer additive. Meanwhile, Dhar et al. [80] detected a nonmonotonic 
effect of polyacrylamide, where the dynamic LFP temperature first 
markedly increases and then decreases with additive concentration, and 
finally even becomes lower than pure water droplets. The enhancement 
is due to the viscoelasticity-induced filament formation during droplet 
retraction, which prevents the droplet from fully rebounding. However, 
droplet viscosity appreciably increases with high polymer contents, 
which reduces the shear rate and deteriorates the strengthening effect. 

2.3.3. Alcohol additives 
Alcohol additives are also widely adopted in heat transfer studies to 

avoid the potential sedimentary thermal resistance and corrosion caused 
by nanoparticles and soluble salts. Chen et al. [47] found that the 
addition of a small amount of 1-octanol or 2-ethyl-hexanol to water 
droplets could observably increase the dynamic LFP temperature at the 
same impact velocity, and the increase is more obvious at higher alcohol 
concentrations. They attributed this phenomenon to the joint effect of 
bubble bursting and bubble coalescence. The lower surface tension 
caused by the alcohol additive induces better droplet spreadability, and 
the accompanied thinner liquid lamella is more conducive to vapor 
bubble bursting. On the other hand, lower surface tension decreases the 
bubble departure diameter, which impedes both bubble coalescence and 
the formation of a continuous vapor layer. Recently, Cai et al. [48] 
observed a more significant elevation using low-carbon alcohol addi-
tives at low concentrations. That is, the lowest dynamic LFP temperature 
of the bi-component droplet at an impact velocity of ~0.44 m/s still 
surpasses the highest value of the water droplet at an impact velocity of 
~1.32 m/s. This indicates that a small amount of low-carbon alcohol 
additives can effectively compensate for the negative influence of 

inferior impact momentum. 
Zhang et al. [171] pointed out the different effects of polyethylene 

glycol (PEG-100) and octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol (Triton X-100). 
The former additive increases the dynamic LFP temperature with 
negligible concentration effect, while TLFP decreases sharply and then 
increases with Triton X-100 concentration. On the other hand, an 
inhibited dynamic Leidenfrost effect was reported in other in-
vestigations when a high content of ethanol was added to an impacting 
water droplet. For instance, Kudra et al. [157], Sen et al. [158] and 
Zhong et al. [136] all found that the dynamic LFP temperature decreases 
with alcohol concentration. They supposed that the decrease may be 
relevant to the observed unique phenomena during droplet impact, such 
as the hemi-wicking liquid evaporation involving the central jet [136] 
and explosive disintegration involving the preferential evaporation of 
the more volatile ethanol [158]. 

The experimental conditions of the above studies are tabulated in 
Table 3. Apart from alcohol type, solid material, and surface finish, it is 
speculated by the present authors that the alcohol concentration is 
mainly responsible for the abovementioned contradictions. With a high 
ethanol content, the markedly reduced contact angle results in a larger 
liquid lamella for heat transfer. Also, recall that the latent heat of 
vaporization of ethanol is much lower than that of water. Therefore, the 
vapor generation is dramatically improved compared to the cases of 
dilute alcoholic solution and pure water. Accordingly, a lower surface 
temperature is required for the dynamic Leidenfrost threshold. How-
ever, when the alcohol concentration is low, the decreased surface 
tension plays a predominant role, as stated by Chen et al. [47]. 

It is also noteworthy that considering the concentration-related 
enhancement or deterioration, there probably exists an optimal 
alcohol concentration to achieve the highest dynamic LFP temperature 
since a water droplet possesses a much higher TLFP value than an alcohol 
droplet ceteris paribus. Further research is needed to ascertain the 
alcohol additive effect over a wide range with small enough intervals of 
concentration. 

2.3.4. Nanoparticles 
Nanofluid with nanoparticles uniformly dispersing in the conven-

tional base fluid has attracted considerable attention in the heat transfer 
community. However, no consensus has been reached on its effect on the 

Table 2 
Experimental conditions for prior studies centered on surfactant effects on the 
dynamic LFP temperature.  

Reference Additive 
concentration 

Surface material Test 
condition 

Dynamic LFP temperature decreasing with increasing surfactant concentration 
Qiao and 

Chandra  
[170] 

100–1000 ppm SDS polished stainless steel H0 = 50 
mm 

Zhang et al.  
[171] 

1/9–10/9 CMC* SDS 
or CTAB 

hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic silicon 

We ~ 1 

Dynamic LFP temperature increasing with increasing surfactant concentration 
Prasad et al.  

[81] 
1/8–1 CMC SDS or 
CTAB 

stainless steel We =
9.2–49.8 

Dynamic LFP temperature non-monotonically changing with surfactant concentration 
Cai et al. [172] 0.002–0.05 wt.% 

SDS 
stainless steel H0 = 300 

mm  

* CMC = 9 × 10− 3 mol/L and CMC = 9 × 10− 4 mol/L respectively for SDS and 
CTAB [171]. 

Table 3 
Experimental conditions for prior studies centered on alcohol effects on the 
dynamic LFP temperature.  

Reference Additive type Surface material Weber 
number 

Dynamic LFP temperature decreasing with increasing alcohol concentration 
Kudra et al. 

[157] 
20–75 wt.% ethanol polished stainless 

steel 
We < 80 

Sen et al.  
[158] 

12.5–91.5 vol.% ethanol polished aluminum We =
20–50 

Zhong et al. 
[136] 

25–90 vol.% ethanol titanium with TiO2 

nanotubes 
We =
9–13 

Dynamic LFP temperature increasing with increasing alcohol concentration 
Chen et al.  

[47] 
0.02–0.1 wt.% 1-octanol or 2- 
ethyl-hexanol 

sanded copper We =
8–50 

Dynamic LFP temperature non-monotonically changing with alcohol concentration 
Zhang et al. 

[171] 
1/9–10/9 CMC* Triton X-100 hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic 
silicon 

We ~ 1 

Dynamic LFP temperature independent of alcohol concentration 
Zhang et al. 

[171] 
1/9–10/9 CMC PEG-1000 hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic 
silicon 

We ~ 1 

Cai et al.  
[48] 

2–8 vol.% ethanol or 
isopropanol, 1–7 vol.% n- 
butanol, 0.5–2.5 vol.% n- 
pentanol 

polished red copper We < 80  

* CMC = 3.0 × 10− 4 mol/L and CMC = 1.5 × 10− 2 mol/L respectively for 
Triton X-100 and PEG-100 [171]. 
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static LFP temperature of sessile droplets among a limited number of 
studies. Paul et al. [175] observed an evident increase in the static LFP 
temperature for droplets with abundantly dispersed nanoparticles, 
compared to pure water and sparsely dispersed nanofluid droplets. 
Through topography analysis of the heated surface, they argued that this 
concentration-related enhancement is owed to the existence of a nano-
metric porous structure caused by nanoparticle deposition. The resultant 
capillary pressure overwhelms vapor pressure, requiring a higher sur-
face temperature to trigger the Leidenfrost phenomenon. In a recent 
experimental study by Ulahannan et al. [176], however, much lower 
static LFP temperatures for different types of nanofluid droplets were 
observed when compared to pure water. They proposed that the 
high-conductivity nanoparticles enhance heat transfer and accelerate 
vapor layer formation, which contributes to droplet levitation. 

As for an impacting droplet, Prasad et al. [83] found that the dy-
namic LFP temperature significantly increases with the Al2O3 nano-
particle concentration. This is because the nanoparticulate residue 
deposition during the spreading and retraction stages alters the surface 
roughness, and provides additional bubble nucleation sites. The residue 
strongly influences the bubble departure diameter, and prevents bubble 
coalescence and vapor layer formation. Therefore, a higher surface 
temperature is needed to trigger the dynamic Leidenfrost condition. 

2.3.5. Subcooling degree 
As for the influence of the droplet subcooling degree, there are also 

varied opinions. The experimental measurements by Nagai et al. [66] 
indicated that the dynamic LFP temperature increases initially and de-
creases afterward with the subcooling degree. This is because a lower 
surface tension and better wettability are achieved with a lower sub-
cooling degree (i.e., a higher droplet temperature), resulting in a higher 
TLFP value. Meanwhile, the correspondingly increased liquid-solid con-
tact temperature shows a weakening effect on the dynamic LFP tem-
perature. Therefore, the joint result is that the dynamic LFP temperature 
reaches a peak at a certain subcooling degree. 

On the other hand, Kudra et al. [157], and Park and Kim [60] re-
ported a consistent elevation by droplet subcooling. It is expected that as 
the subcooling degree increases, more energy is used for droplet heating 
rather than for phase change. Consequently, a higher surface tempera-
ture is needed to generate more vapor to reach the critical dynamic 
Leidenfrost condition. This disagreement with Nagai et al. [66] may 
stem from dissimilarities in the operating conditions since the dynamic 
LFP temperature is affected by multiple parameters. 

2.4. Effects of external conditions 

Apart from impact conditions, surface features, and fluid properties, 
it is expected that the external environment also potentially affects both 
the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic behaviors of an impacting 
droplet. Accordingly, the dynamic LFP temperature also appreciably 
varies. The parametric studies of external conditions are discussed in 
this section. 

2.4.1. Ambient pressure 
Previous experiments on a sessile droplet showed that much lower 

static LFP temperatures can be achieved at reduced pressures [177,178]. 
As for an impacting droplet, it was observed that the dynamic Leiden-
frost effect becomes less important as the ambient pressure increases 
[179], and the dynamic LFP temperature increases at higher ambient 
pressures [151]. As shown in Fig. 11, Buchmüller [180] mapped the 
water droplet impact patterns on a pressure-temperature diagram to 
demarcate different heat transfer regimes. Higher dynamic LFP tem-
peratures are detected at elevated ambient pressures, which are always 
lower than the liquid-solid contact temperature at a surface temperature 
equal to the liquid critical temperature. Furthermore, it is interesting to 
note that ΔTLFP = TLFP - Tsat seems to remain unchanged within the test 
range. Recently, Chausalkar et al. [155,181] also reported increased 
dynamic LFP temperatures but distinctly decreased ΔTLFP values within 
the super-atmospheric pressure range. They indicated that the fuel 
droplet dynamic LFP temperature is consistently bounded by the su-
perheat limit temperature and saturation temperature. 

Testa and Nicotra [182] indicated that the dynamic LFP temperature 
increases with increased subatmospheric pressure accompanied by 
slightly higher ΔTLFP values. Yu et al. [183] also reported a mono-
tonically elevated dynamic LFP temperature when the ambient pressure 
ranges from 6 kPa to 20 kPa. However, it is inferred from the impact 
regime map that the dynamic LFP temperature decreases with ambient 
pressure below 6 kPa. This is because they detected a unique explosive 
rebound behavior at extremely low ambient pressures (0.26 kPa), which 
is caused by the dramatic formation and explosion of vapor bubbles. 
Elsewhere, Limbeek et al. [184] experimentally found that the dynamic 
LFP temperatures remained nearly constant at the ambient pressures 
ranging from 13 kPa to 54 kPa, all slightly below the value at atmo-
spheric pressure. They supposed that more vigorous vapor generation (i. 
e., a higher surface temperature) is required to levitate the droplet due to 
the compressible gas at reduced pressures. Meanwhile, the droplet 
spreads to a greater extent when decreasing the ambient pressure, which 
in turn enhances vapor production and partially counteracts the 
gas-compressibility effect. Therefore, the dynamic LFP temperature 

Fig. 11. Impact regime map of water droplet (We = 5) on polished aluminum. Adapted from Buchmüller [180].  
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subject to the coupling effect of these two mechanisms shows neglible 
change. 

It is indicated from the above studies that a higher ambient pressure 
generally elevates the dynamic LFP temperature at either subatmo-
spheric or super-atmospheric pressure ranges. However, to what extent 
the dynamic LFP temperature is increased and its deviation from the 
saturation point still requires further research. 

2.4.2. Gravitational acceleration 
Maquet et al. [185] pointed out a slight but consistent increase in the 

static LFP temperature for sessile droplets with an increased acceleration 
of gravity. Qiao and Chandra [186,187] conducted droplet impact ex-
periments under low gravity conditions. They found it difficult to find a 
local maximum evaporation time (corresponding to the dynamic LFP 
temperature) while droplet film boiling was not observed. The droplet 
was pushed away from the surface upon impact since the vapor pressure 
can no longer be balanced by the droplet weight in low gravity. Instead, 
they turned to droplet impact photographs and surface temperature 
measurements, and found that the dynamic LFP temperature of n-hep-
tane droplets equals the gravity-independent thermodynamic superheat 
limit. However, they proposed that the dynamic LFP temperature of 
water droplets is irrelevant to any change in droplet impact dynamics or 
heat transfer, and cannot be determined in low gravity. 

2.4.3. Other active techniques 
Ng et al. [188] proposed a new technique to effectively suppress the 

dynamic Leidenfrost effect by exerting low-frequency vibrations on the 
heated surface. They found that film boiling of an impacting droplet on a 
stationary surface (Fig. 12(a)) gradually transforms into gentle film 
boiling (Fig. 12(b)), contact boiling with ejection of tiny droplets 
(Fig. 12(c)), and contact boiling with the disintegration of spreading 
lamella (Fig. 12(d)) when increasing the surface acceleration, indicating 
a higher dynamic LFP temperature. This is because a stronger vibration 
results in a higher value of impact force, which facilities droplet-solid 
contact and increases the critical temperature for droplet levitation. 

Great attention has also been given to the effective suppression of the 
static Leidenfrost effect for sessile droplets by generating AC/DC electric 
fields [189–191] or high-frequency acoustic waves [192], which 
respectively induce an extra electrostatic force and acoustic radiation 
pressure to propel the liquid-vapor interface towards the heated surface. 
Nevertheless, there is a gap in the literature concerning the electrostatic 
and acoustic effects on the dynamic LFP temperature. As for the impact 
case, Deng and Gomez [97], as well as Xu et al. [193], found that the 
external electric field can suppress or delay droplet rebound in the film 
boiling regime, which shows the potential to increase the dynamic LFP 
temperature, and it may motivate future investigations on this issue. 

2.5. Experimental correlations 

In view of the extensive industrial applications of droplet impact on 
high-temperature surfaces, accurate prediction of the dynamic LFP tem-
perature is crucial to equipment safety and reliability. Table 4 summarizes 
the empirical correlations of dynamic LFP temperature provided in the 
literature, which involve various experimental conditions. 

These correlations are convenient for practical application due to 
their simplicity and ease of calculation. Although these correlations 
provide satisfactory predictions of dynamic LFP temperature under 
certain conditions, their validity is limited only to the ranges of pa-
rameters specific to each correlation. The predictions by various 
empirical correlations developed for water droplets are compared in 
Fig. 13. Obvious distinctions can be observed between different corre-
lations. Additionally, most correlations ignore the influences of several 
parameters, especially ones associated with surface conditions. Also, the 
dynamic LFP temperature should converge to the static LFP temperature 
of sessile droplets when the Weber number approaches zero, while some 
expressions do not satisfy this condition. This issue clearly points to the 
need for correlations with more factors considered and wider 
applicability. 

2.6. Discussion 

It is seen from the above sections that contradictions between various 
studies concerning the effect of certain factors still remain unresolved. 
First and foremost, despite diverse ranges of experimental conditions, 
the inconsistency between different investigations may also originate 
from the uncertainties in experimentally identifying the dynamic LFP 
temperature. As mentioned in Section 1.2, there has been no universal 
standard to determine the dynamic Leidenfrost transition. It can be 
considered as the maximum evaporation time temperature, the lowest 
temperature for droplet rebound/breakup without atomization (also 
taken as the onset of rebound in some studies), or the lowest tempera-
ture to form a continuous vapor layer, which are, respectively, referred 
to as thermodynamic, hydrodynamic, and optical dynamic LFP tempera-
tures in this section for the convenience of discussion. It is so far still 
doubtful whether the dynamic LFP temperatures obtained with three 
different approaches are equivalent under the same working conditions. 

It is indicated by Liu and Craig [195], as well as Kim et al. [36,37, 
107,145] that the thermodynamic dynamic LFP temperature greatly 
deviates from the hydrodynamic value. A relatively large bias was also 
observed when determining the thermodynamic value with the aid of 
measurements of surface temperature evolution [69]. However, Kim and 
Kang [144] found that measured thermodynamic and hydrodynamic 
dynamic LFP temperatures coincided with each other. On the other 
hand, Khavari and Tran [33] showed that there exist some discrep-
ancies, although not significant, between the hydrodynamic and optical 
dynamic LFP temperatures. 

Appreciably, it is intractable to accurately measure the evaporation 
time of an impacting droplet, especially for those with high impact ve-
locities and near the critical dynamic Leidenfrost condition. The 
impacting droplet may rebound, disintegrate, atomize, and even behave 
much more intricately, which brings great uncertainty to judging the 
end time of complete evaporation. As for the hydrodynamic criterion, 
which is mainly based on the analysis of side-view high-speed images, 
whether the atomized tiny droplets can be detected depends on several 
factors, such as the illumination conditions, camera exposure time, 
sensitivity, and spatial resolution [45]. Also, it was proposed that the 
hydrodynamic impact phenomenon cannot always be unequivocally 
associated with heat transfer classification [71,196] since the time scale 

Fig. 12. Water droplet patterns after impact on a vibrating substrate with different accelerations. All the surface temperatures are equal to TLFP on a stationary 
surface. Adapted from Ng et al. [188]. 
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for the dynamic Leidenfrost effect is much longer than the hydrody-
namic transient droplet impact [72]. For instance, in the spray film 
boiling regime shown in Fig. 14(a), numerous atomized droplets were 
still observed at surface temperatures much higher than the dynamic 
LFP temperature [49]. Meanwhile, atomization can be absent at low 
superheat degrees for low-We droplet impact on superhydrophobic and 
hydrophobic surfaces [87], while tiny-scaled direct droplet-solid contact 
is still considered to occur for droplet rebound without atomization 
[197]. With the aid of high-speed X-ray imaging and total internal 
reflection imaging, Lee et al. [42] indicated that droplets can rebound 
even without the formation of a complete vapor layer (see Fig. 14(b)). 
That is, purely photographic techniques may be not sufficient to deter-
mine the non-wetting conditions [198]. Therefore, Lee et al. [107] 
proposed that the dynamic LFP temperature is characterized by two key 
features: the rebound phenomenon and the formation of a stable vapor 
layer. 

Kwon et al. [58] observed a momentary contact phenomenon on 
aluminum alloy with excellent heat transport properties, i.e., the vapor 
layer recovered from temporary collapse in a few microseconds. Since 
the droplet experiences the transition from contact boiling to film 
boiling, they deemed this surface temperature condition as transition 
boiling. They indicated that detecting this momentary contact requires 
various observation angles and a high-spatiotemporal-resolution imag-
ing system, especially for opaque metallic surfaces, which is insuffi-
ciently studied in many experiments and will cause a difference in the 
measured dynamic LFP temperature. It is also noteworthy that in most 
studies, the reported dynamic LFP temperature is the measured tem-
perature by thermocouples embedded several millimeters directly below 
the impact point. This temperature, however, can be quite different from 
the surface temperature when the impact substrate is placed on a 
heating block. Bertola et al. [45] pointed out that the effects of contact 
thermal resistance, free convection, and radiative heat transfer cannot 
be neglected when adopting the experimental setup in ref. [49]. 
Therefore, direct measurement of surface temperature is suggested, 
particularly for nano-scaled and hierarchically structured surfaces to 
avoid underestimating the dynamic LFP temperature [35]. 

Considering the aforementioned uncertainties, it was suggested that 
the dynamic LFP temperature lies within a certain range rather than 
being a constant value [31,41,199], where the lower threshold, T −

LFP, is 
controlled by hydrodynamic instability or surface roughness [199]. 
Chantelot and Lohse [199] analogized the dynamic Leidenfrost effect 

Table 4 
Experimental correlations of dynamic LFP temperature.  

Reference Correlation Liquid type Surface 
material 

Test range 

Bertola 
and 
Sefiane  
[34] 

TLFP = 164.72 +
29.79We0.38 

TLFP = 157.62 +
2.11We0.54 

water 
water +
polymer 

polished 
aluminum 

We =
20–100 

Chen et al. 
[47] 

TLFP = (13We0.5 

+ 22)Oh− 0.2 + 48 
water, water 
+ 1-octanol, 
water + 2- 
ethyl-hexanol 

red copper We =
8–50 

Prasad 
et al.  
[81] 

TLFP =

(365Oh0.594 +

128)We− 0.15 +

142 

water, water 
+ SDS, water 
+ CTAB 

smooth 
stainless steel 

We =
9.2–49.8 

Prasad 
et al.  
[83] 

TLFP =

(407.5We− 0.125 

+ 13,600)Oh0.6 

water, water 
+ Al2O3 

nanoparticles 

smooth 
stainless steel 

We =
10–168 

Prasad 
et al.  
[84] 

TLFP =

(16.5Oh− 0.45 +

160)We− 0.15 +

18 

water, water 
+ oxygen 
nanobubbles 

smooth 
stainless steel 

We =
11–28 

Wu et al.  
[44] 

TLFP = 141.02 +
5.44u0.5 

TLFP = 141.01 +
5.47u0.5 

TLFP = 153.02 +
6.76u0.5 

TLFP = 359.79 +
80.49u0.5 

TLFP = 279.78 +
144.78u0.5 

TLFP = 136.63 +
193.06u0.5 

TLFP = 100.51 +
212.43u0.5 

TLFP = 251.1 +
28.82u0.5 

TLFP = 70.41 +
105.38u0.5 

TLFP = 164.29 +
36.13u0.5 

TLFP = 117.31 +
55.95u0.5 

TLFP = 49.76 +
89.96u0.5 

ethanol 
ethanol 
ethanol 
water 
water 
water 
water 
ethanol 
ethanol 
ethanol 
FC-84 
FC-72 

polished 
aluminum 
polished brass 
polished Armco 
iron 
sapphire 
sapphire 
polished 
aluminum 
polished 
aluminum 
glass 
sapphire 
sapphire 
sapphire 
sapphire 

We =
51–1030 
We =
51–1030 
We =
51–1030 
We =
5–383  
[102] 
We =
1.3–28  
[60] 
We =
7–160  
[45] 
We =
20–100  
[34] 
We =
16–1480  
[103] 
We =
1.3–38  
[60] 
u =
0.4–4.3 
m/s, d =
2.8 mm  
[41] 
u =
0.4–3.85 
m/s, d =
1.8 mm  
[41] 
We =
4.2–82  
[60] 

Yao and 
Cai  
[32] 

TLFP = Tsat +

135.6We0.09 
water oxidized brass We =

22–62 

Luo et al.  
[82] 

TLFP = 464.52 +
2855.68We− 1.07* 

water stainless steel We =
26–107 

Issa [194] TLFP = TLFP|1 atm 

+ 7.024 +
195log10P** 

water molybdenum H0 =

10–20 
mm, d = 2 
mm [182] 

Guo et al.  
[129] 

TLFP = 185.4 +
8.7Ra – 0.41R2

a +

1.06We – 
0.115We2 

cutting fluid 
solution 

smooth/ 
microgrooved 
cemented 
carbide 

We =
3.7–59.2  

* Droplet impact on a cylindrical surface. 
** Ambient pressure is expressed in atm. 

Fig. 13. Dynamic LFP temperatures for water droplets predicted according to 
different prior correlations. A droplet diameter of 2 mm is used to calculate the 
Ohnesorge number. The bolded portions of the predictions correspond to the 
Weber number range of the respective correlation. 
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incipience to a nonequilibrium-directed percolation phase transition, 
and proposed that the upper threshold, T+

LFP, corresponds to the balance 
between the spreading and receding of wet regions. They emphasized 
that this definition expresses the resilience of Leidenfrost droplets to 
contact when Tw > T+

LFP rather than hydrodynamic droplet levitation by 
the vapor layer. In a study by the same authors [200], they further 
proposed multiple mechanisms that trigger the gas (air and vapor) layer 
collapse during different time scales associated with droplet impact, 
including short-time contact, late-time contact, and contact caused by 
evaporation-induced vertical oscillations of the gas layer. Droplet 
evaporation and gas drainage are both responsible for the transition 
toward the dynamic Leidenfrost effect. Furthermore, due to the fact that 
the transient stability of the gas layer facilitates droplet rebound, the 
dynamic LFP temperature in the low-velocity range can be lower than 
that the static LFP temperature. 

In addition, it is seen that previous studies qualitatively interpreted 
the contrary effect of certain parameters from a similar perspective. For 
example, researchers attributed both increased and decreased dynamic 
LFP temperature to better spreading characteristics. As shown in Fig. 15, 
whatever the cause of the improved extent of spreading (e.g., by higher 
impact velocity, reduced surface tension, modified surface structure, 
etc.), the resultant larger and thinner liquid lamella is beneficial to 
enhance heat transfer and bubble nucleation. In this case, there are two 
different outcomes according to the literature. One is the vapor bubble 
bursting where the liquid lamella is penetrated by the generated bub-
bles, which requires a higher dynamic LFP temperature to prevent 
droplet-solid contact. The other is faster vapor layer formation to ach-
ieve easier droplet levitation, and, in turn, to lower the dynamic LFP 
temperature. Then, the following questions arise: (a) When changing a 
certain parameter to improve droplet spreading with all other factors 
being fixed, will the dynamic LFP temperature decrease or increase, and 
to what extent? (b) Which parameters are predominantly responsible for 
this outcome? To deal with these issues, future experiments are indis-
pensable to account for the influence of various parameters under wide 
and highly controlled conditions. 

Another important issue concerns the influence of surface charac-
teristics. Both increased and decreased dynamic LFP temperatures have 
been reported for the topographically patterned surfaces with either 
regular or irregular textures. This originated from the fact that surface 
modification simultaneously changes various surface characteristics 
[99], such as thermophysical properties [52], surface roughness, 
wettability, permeability and porosity, etc. Additionally, the inevitable 
formation and thickening of the oxidation layer accompanied by 

continuous heating during experiments with some metallic materials 
also change their surface characteristics. The best solution is to decouple 
the effects of different surface features to reveal their respective effect. 
For instance, Lee et al. [99] found that the difference in the capillary 
wicking rates is negligible for ethanol droplets on surfaces with different 
porosities. Thus, they were able to eliminate the capillary wicking effect 
from analysis, and solely consider the influence of solid thermophysical 
properties. Kim et al. [201] separated the effects of different surface 
characteristics on the static LFP temperature. Specifically, the silicon 
surface fabricated with large-spacing micropillars, which excludes 
capillary wicking with no change in wettability, was used to study the 
surface roughness effect. The nano-smooth gold layer (CA = 83◦) and 
silicon oxidation layer (CA = 19◦) were compared to ascertain the 
wettability effect, while the silicon oxide nanoparticle layer with a 
negligible change in roughness was aimed at the nanoporosity effect. 
However, the accurate measurement of some surface features on 

Fig. 14. Droplet impact patterns. (a) Water droplet (We = 32) impact on polished silicon at Tw = 500 ◦C (gentle film boiling with no atomization) and Tw = 580 ◦C 
(spray film boiling with atomization) [49]. The measured dynamic LFP temperature is ~425 ◦C. (b) Ethanol droplet (We = 71.6) impact on sapphire at Tw = 204 ◦C 
(rebound with droplet-solid contact) and Tw = 323 ◦C (rebound without droplet-solid contact) [42]. The measured dynamic LFP temperature is ~320 ◦C. 

Fig. 15. Different outcomes accompanied by enhanced spreading ability.  
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irregularly shaped structured surfaces is quite difficult. Consequently, 
the extension of this method to broader ranges of operating conditions 
warrants further in-depth studies to clarify the underlying physics. 

3. Theoretical modeling of dynamic LFP temperature 

Despite the extensive experimental investigations on the dynamic 
LFP temperature, the underlying mechanism is still far from fully 
theoretically understood because of its inherent complexity. There is no 
generally accepted theoretical model for dynamic LFP temperature 
prediction with satisfactory accuracy at present. The existing models can 
be classified according to their rationales as those based on bubble 
nucleation theory, the transient heat conduction equation, the vapor-gas 
layer analogy, and the pressure balance criterion, which will all be 
discussed. 

3.1. Bubble nucleation theory 

The dynamic Leidenfrost phenomenon is caused by rapid and 
intensive bubble generation to form a continuous vapor layer once a 
droplet impacts a high-temperature surface. Therefore, it can be hy-
pothesized that the dynamic LFP temperature is related to bubble 
dynamics. 

Taking vapor bubble nucleation, growth, and merging behaviors on a 
heated surface into consideration, Bernardin and Mudawar [202] 
postulated that when the liquid-solid interface temperature reaches the 
static LFP temperature, sufficient surface cavities will be activated to 
generate a high enough bubble growth rate, which enables the almost 
instantaneous formation of a continuous vapor layer upon liquid-solid 
contact. Based on this triggering mechanism, they developed a mecha-
nistic model to predict the static LFP temperature of a sessile droplet, 
into which the surface cavity size distribution was integrated. 

Later, the above sessile droplet model was further extended to the 
case of an impacting droplet [203], where the impact-induced increase 
in the interfacial pressure was considered to modify the fluid properties 
at the liquid-solid interface. They adopted the 20% elastic impact 
pressure relation [204,205] to calculate the interfacial pressure increase 
during droplet impact, and the calculated dynamic LFP temperatures of 
impacting water droplets on a polished aluminum surface were corre-
lated as 

TLFP = 162 + 24.3u0.64 (6) 

As shown in Fig. 16, the predicted dynamic LFP temperatures using 

Eq. (6) agree quite well with experimental data for both water droplet 
streams and sprays on different polished metal surfaces. The authors 
revealed that for substrates with surface roughness parameters orders of 
magnitude higher than the nucleation cavities (0.1–1.0 μm), this model 
is also capable of providing an upper limit of dynamic LFP temperature, 
which is also validated against data on various particle-blasted surfaces 
in Fig. 16. 

Despite some uncertainties in the surface cavity size distribution, 
cavity cancelation parameter, and effect of droplet velocity and surface 
roughness on the impact pressure, the model by Bernardin and Mudawar 
[203] is the first one that integrates the surface roughness effect to 
theoretically predict the dynamic LFP temperature, and successfully 
captures the impact velocity dependence with high accuracy. Also, it 
should be noted that since this model is constructed based on the cavity 
activation and bubble growth criterion, the dynamic Leidenfrost con-
dition is approached from the transition boiling regime, which is 
different from the other models dedicated to a Leidenfrost droplet 
reviewed in the subsequent sections. 

3.2. Transient heat conduction 

From the perspective of heat transfer, heat is delivered from the hot 
surface to the impacting droplet, resulting in the formation of a vapor 
layer. The surface temperature first decreases to a minimum and then 
returns to the initial value. Considering the one-dimensional transient 
heat conduction process in a semi-infinite substrate, the surface tem-
perature during droplet impact can be expressed as 

Tw(t) − Tsat

Tw0 − Tsat
= exp

(
t

tth

)

erfc
(

t
tth

)

(7)  

where tth = (ew/h)2 is the thermal time scale, h being the heat transfer 
coefficient of vapor flow, Tw0 being the initial surface temperature 
before droplet impact, and erfc is the complementary error function. 

Different methods were proposed to determine the initial surface 
temperature to trigger the dynamic Leidenfrost effect, i.e., the dynamic 
LFP temperature. Limbeek et al. took the value Tw(t) as the static LFP 
temperature for sessile droplets, where t is the cooldown time [102] or 
the measured time during which the impacting droplet is within 100 nm 
above the heated surface [103], and tth is fitted using experimental data. 
On the other hand, Wang et al. [3] assumed that Tw(t) equals the ho-
mogeneous nucleation temperature with t being the time interval 
spanning the instants of impact and maximum spreading state, and tth is 
calculated using the heat transfer coefficient value obtained from the 
fully developed laminar duct flow equation. 

Castanet et al. [206] assumed that the minimum surface temperature 
during droplet impact cooling equals the spinodal temperature Tsp, 
above which no wetting is physically possible. The corresponding 
expression of the dynamic LFP temperature is 

TLFP = Tsp +
̅̅̅
5

√ (
Tsp − T0

)
ef
/

ew (8)  

where T0 is the initial droplet temperature, and e is the thermal effu-
sivity. They indicated that Eq. (8) is valid for droplets with high impact 
velocities when liquid inertia is predominant over viscous and capillary 
forces. However, it seems that the impact velocity is neither explicitly 
nor implicitly included in Eq. (8). 

Wu et al. [44] also adopted the transient heat conduction assumption 
and applied the one-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equation to 
study the droplet flow by neglecting the viscous friction effect. With 
appropriations and scaling relations of the characteristic vapor pressure 
and vapor layer thickness, they derived the superheat degree at the 
dynamic Leidenfrost condition as 

ΔTLFP ∼

( ̅̅̅̅̅̅
πR

√

ew
+

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
μgR

√

λg
̅̅̅̅̅ρf

√

)
hfgρgρf

μgR
̅̅̅
u

√
(9) Fig. 16. Comparison of predicted and measured dynamic LFP temperatures for 

water droplets impacting smooth and rough surfaces. Adapted from Bernardin 
and Mudawar [203]. 
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where R is the droplet radius. As illustrated in Eq. (9), ΔTLFP scales with 
the root square of the impact velocity and the inverse of the solid 
thermal effusivity. Wu et al. verified these two qualitative trends with 
experimental data, and good agreement was achieved. It is also indi-
cated by the authors that the assumption of Reg = ρgugδg/μg ≪ 1 is 
involved during the model derivation with δg being the vapor layer 
thickness. Therefore, Eq. (9) may need further modification beyond this 
range since the vapor velocity can be relatively high within the thin 
vapor layer [207]. 

As can be seen from Eqs. (7–9), this type of model considers the 
cooling effect during droplet impact and enables the integration of the 
surface thermal effusivity effect on the dynamic LFP temperature, which 
is much different from other categories of theoretical models. 

3.3. Vapor layer-air layer analogy 

For droplet impact on an unheated surface, an air layer is entrapped 
between the droplet and substrate, which is similar to the generated 
vapor layer under the dynamic Leidenfrost condition. In either case, as 
shown in Fig. 17(a), the bottom surface of the impacting droplet is not 
flat but curved in a dimple-like shape. The air/vapor layer thickness 
reaches a minimum in the neck region but is much higher in the center. 
Several studies have scaled the central dimple height and neck region 
radius of the air layer respectively as δd = 2.8RSt− 2/3 [208,209] and Rn 
= R(3ut/R)1/2 [210], with St being the Stokes number St = ρfuR/μa, 
which have also been verified for droplet impact in the film boiling 
regime [41,200]. 

With analogy to the isothermal case, Gordillo and Riboux [211] 
assumed that when the dynamic LFP condition is reached, the vapor 
production rate at the dimple region equals the growth rate of a central 
cylindrical vapor bubble with radius Rn and height δd, i.e., the contri-
bution of the vapor produced in the neck region was neglected. Then, the 
mass conservation equation yields the following expression of the dy-
namic LFP temperature as 

ΔTLFP = 2.8PrgSt1/3ρg0μahfgTsat

ρf μgcpgTref
(10)  

where ρg0 is the vapor density at atmospheric pressure and liquid satu-
ration temperature, and Tref is the average of surface and saturation 
temperatures. It is noted that the air viscosity is used to calculate the 
Stokes number in Eq. (10), although the viscosity should correspond to 
the vapor phase, or more precisely, the vapor-air mixture. 

The predicted dynamic LFP temperatures by Eq. (10) agree with low- 
velocity data reported by Shirota et al. [41], while the deviation in-
creases slightly in the higher impact velocity range. As mentioned by 
Gordillo and Riboux [211], Eq. (10) is only valid when the characteristic 
size of the surface protrusions is smaller than the dimple height. 
Otherwise, the surface asperities with sizes comparable to the dimple 
height will facilitate vapor layer destabilization and cause droplet-solid 
contact, inducing a higher dynamic LFP temperature. 

3.4. Pressure balance criterion 

When a Leidenfrost droplet impacts a high-temperature substrate, 
the liquid-vapor interface is subject to several pressures (or forces), 
which can be classified as nonwetting and wetting pressures (see Fig. 17 
(b)). The vapor pressure induced by intensive vapor production acts as 
the nonwetting pressure since it lifts the liquid-vapor interface away 
from the heated surface. On the contrary, the wetting pressure, which 
pushes the droplet bottom surface towards the substrate and tends to 
destabilize the vapor layer, includes the droplet gravity by its own 
weight, dynamic pressure caused by droplet inertia, and water hammer 
pressure due to the acoustic wave being accompanied by abrupt decel-
eration. The droplet gravity is generally neglected since it is several 
orders of magnitude smaller than the latter two, which are respectively 
expressed as PD = 0.5ρfu2 and PWH = kρfuc. Here c is the speed of sound 
in the droplet, and the accommodation coefficient k depends on the 
impact characteristics, droplet size, surface material, and surface 
morphology [126]. For topographically patterned surfaces, the inter-
action between the droplet and surface structures can induce an addi-
tional wetting pressure component, i.e., capillary pressure associated 
with the capillary wicking effect. The droplet-vapor interface will 
maintain separation from the heated substrate (i.e., film boiling) so long 
as the nonwetting pressure exceeds the wetting ones. Therefore, the 
dynamic Leidenfrost condition is reached when the two sets are in 
equilibrium. Overall, this type of model prevails among the theoretical 
studies of dynamic LFP temperature. 

3.4.1. Smooth surfaces 
Nigmatulin et al. [212] measured the wetting area of a heated sur-

face during droplet impact and indicated that the transitional 
droplet-solid contact temperature T* separating wetting and 
non-wetting regimes can be determined by equating the vapor pressure 
and impact pressure to give Psat(T*) = 0.5kρfuc. Further considering the 
heat diffusion properties of both liquid and solid, the dynamic LFP 
temperature (which they called the maximum moistening temperature) 
is expressed as 

TLFP = T∗ + ef
(
T∗ − Tf

) /
ew (11) 

When k equals 0.2, Nigmatulin et al. [212] indicated that the 
root-mean-square deviation of predictions was 22 K compared with their 
own experimental data. 

Liu et al. [138] followed the scaling analysis of droplet spreading 
characteristics by Tran et al. [115] where a pancake-shaped Leidenfrost 
droplet was assumed to levitate on a vapor layer with uniform thickness. 
They supposed that the dynamic pressure is balanced by the vapor 
pressure to attain the Leidenfrost condition so that the dynamic LFP 
temperature can be expressed as 

ΔTLFP ∼
2G + K

K
ρgσhfgδ4

g

μgλgd3 We1− 2n (12) 

In Eq. (12), the maximum spreading diameter dmax ~d0Wen is 
implicitly integrated, and the dimensionless coefficients G and K stem 

Fig. 17. Schematic of an impacting droplet in the film boiling regime. (a) The pressure difference in a region of width Ra,m and the relative motion between the neck 
region and the heated wall induce Poiseuille and Couette flows. Adapted from Riboux and Gordillo [211]; (b) Wetting and nonwetting pressures acting on the 
liquid-vapor interface. In the pressure balance criterion, Poiseuille flow is generally assumed. 
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from the contact temperature expression of Tc = (2GTsat + KTw)/(2 G +
K) by Breitenbach et al. [213]. 

Park et al. [60,61] combined the one-dimensional steady-state Darcy 
equation and mass conservation equation to scale the vapor pressure. 
When it comes to the water hammer pressure, they considered the un-
steady term in the Navier-Stokes equation to yield PWH ~ ρfd0(u/t), 
which is different from the expression in other studies (PWH = kρfcu). It 
was pointed out that t ~ δg/u is the time scale related to the triggering of 
the dynamic Leidenfrost effect. By equating the water hammer pressure 
and vapor pressure, they derived the following expression as 

ΔTLFP ∼
ρf ρghfgu2

μgλg
δ2

g (13) 

It is seen from Eq. (13) that the value of vapor layer thickness is 
intrinsically required to calculate the dynamic LFP temperature. They 
further focused on the initial formation of the vapor layer upon droplet 
impact, and proposed the scaling of vapor layer thickness (this will be 
introduced in Section 4). Then, the explicit relation of the dynamic LFP 
temperature is derived as 

ΔTLFP ∼
ρghfgσd

μgλg
Wen (14)  

where the exponent depends on the Weber number, i.e., n = 1/2 or 1/3 
for We < 10, otherwise, n = 1/5. 

Park and Kim [120] neglected the dynamic pressure since it is several 
orders of magnitude smaller than the water hammer pressure. Assuming 
laminar Poiseuille flow of the vapor phase, they combined the mass 
conservation and Fourier’s conduction law to derive the following 
expression of the dynamic LFP temperature 

ΔTLFP ∼
ρf ρghfgkucδ4

g

μgλgd2 (15) 

Another theoretical study by the same authors [121] considered the 
transient growth of vapor layer thickness during the early stage of 
impact with the aid of the energy conservation equation, and the vapor 
layer thickness was obtained as a function of surface temperature. They 
also derived another expression of water hammer pressure as PWH =

ηρfu2d/δg, where η is an adjustable coefficient related to the length scale 
of rapid deceleration of the liquid particles inside the droplet. Simulta-
neously solving the equations of vapor layer thickness and pressure 
balance, they obtained the following equation to calculate the dynamic 
LFP temperature 

ΔTLFP =
2ρf ρghfgu2δ4

g

(
1 + 2ηd

/
δg
)

3μgλgd2 (16)  

where η is fitted to be 0.0287 to achieve agreement with experimental 
data. 

Following the same procedure, Du et al. [141] and Guo et al. [129] 
also developed theoretical formulae for dynamic LFP temperature pre-
diction, which are respectively expressed as 

ΔTLFP =
4ρghfgδ4

g

μgλgd2

(
4σcosθ

d
+

2ρf gd
3

)

(17)  

ΔTLFP =
ρghfgδ4

g

6μgλgR2
c

(
2
3

πρf gd + ρf u
2 +

2ηρf u2d
δ4

g

)

(18)  

where θ is the contact angle. Du et al. [141] pointed out that they 
neglected the dynamic pressure since it only plays a role during the 
initial impact stage. Therefore, the vapor pressure is balanced by the 
sum of capillary and gravitational pressures in Eq. (17). 

3.4.2. Structured surfaces 
The above-reviewed models are applicable to droplet impact on a 

smooth substrate. However, as shown in Section 2.2, surface topography 
greatly affects the dynamic LFP temperature, and some theoretical 
studies have been correspondingly conducted. Dimension parameters of 
different surface microstructures involved in these models are shown in 
Fig. 18. 

Applying the one-dimensional Darcy equation and effective thermal 
conductivity λeff

g , Park and Kim [120,121] further extended their dy-
namic LFP temperature models for droplet impact on smooth surfaces to 
microtextured surfaces as 

ΔT′LFP,MT ≈ 12KpΔTLFP
δ′2

g λg

δ4
gλeff

g
(19)  

where ΔTLFP is expressed by Eqs. (15) and (16) for a smooth surface, and 
δ′

g is the vapor layer thickness on the micropillar array surfaces. The 
Darcy permeability for vapor flow, Kp, can be calculated by applying the 
one-dimensional flow resistance concept, while the three-dimensional 
heat diffusion equation is numerically solved to obtain the effective 
thermal conductivity, λeff

g , both dependent on the vapor layer thickness, 

δ′
g [121]. Sahoo et al. [135] also provided a similar theoretical analysis 

of the dynamic LFP temperature on a nanowire array surface. However, 
their expression did not include the effect of impact momentum, and the 
vapor layer thickness value of a sessile droplet was adopted. Therefore, 
the prediction agreed well only with low-We data. Recently, Guo et al. 
[129] also derived a similar formulation to Eq. (19) for microgroooved 
surfaces. 

Li et al. [116] developed a dynamic LFP temperature model for 
droplet impact on a structured surface with a micro-post array gradient. 
They attributed the shear loss to both the vapor layer above the post 
arrays (with a thickness of δg) and vapor flow inside the post arrays (with 
a mass proportion of χ), and then calculated the total pressure gradient 
using the parallel circuit concept. By balancing the water hammer 
pressure with the vapor pressure, the superheat degree required for the 
dynamic Leidenfrost condition is expressed as 

ΔTLFP ∼
cδgkuρf ρghfg

(
δg + H

)

μgλgR2
c

[
χ
L2 +

1
(
δg + H

)2

]− 1

(20)  

where L and H are, respectively, the post-to-post spacing and post height 
shown in Fig. 18(a), Rc is the contact radius between the droplet bottom 
and the vapor phase, and k is calculated using a correlation with the 
capillary pressure [214]. 

Kim [123] theoretically analyzed the nonwetting vapor pressure and 
wetting pressure (the sum of capillary, water hammer, and dynamic 
pressures) acting on the liquid-vapor interface for droplet impact on a 
micropillar array surface, and the pressure balance is expressed as 

μgR2
cΔTLFP

6KUCHhfgρgRUC
=

πσDcosθr

εL2 + βρf u
2 + 0.5ρf u

2 (21)  

where θr is the receding contact angle. 
In Eq. (21), they newly defined the water hammer pressure as PWH =

βρfu2, where β is an adjustable parameter that can be fitted with the 
surface porosity ε = 1 - πD2/4L2 (see Fig. 18(b)). KUC is the total effective 
permeability for the vapor flow in a unit cell, which can be calculated by 
considering the velocity gradient effect in different flow directions. RUC 
is the total thermal conduction resistance per unit area in the vapor 
region of the unit cell, which can be obtained from numerical simula-
tions. The contact radius Rc is fitted as Rc∼ t0.2

c , where tc is the charac-
teristic time spanning from the instant of droplet impact to the onset of 
the dynamic Leidenfrost phenomenon. 

In the model proposed by Jerng and Kim [126], the acoustic wave 
absorption into the compressible vapor layer was considered (see Fig. 19 
(a)). An analytical approach was integrated to calculate the coefficient k 
in the water hammer pressure relation under the effect of microchannel 
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structures shown in Fig. 18(c), which is expressed as 

k =

[

1 +
ρf c
ρgc′

δg + W
δf

]− 1

(22)  

where c’ is the speed of sound in the vapor, δf is the droplet height, and 
W is the channel gap with W = 0 indicating a smooth surface. Then, the 
dynamic LFP temperature can be determined by PD + PWH = Pg with 
simulated vapor pressure and measured droplet height at the maximum 
spreading state. It is interesting to note in Fig. 19(b) that the calculated k 
value is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the 0.2 used in other 
studies for smooth surfaces [203,215]. However, a simple order of 
magnitude analysis [158] showed that the vapor pressure is typically in 
the order of 106 Pa for an impacting water droplet, which is much higher 
than the sum of dynamic pressure (~103 Pa) and water hammer pressure 
(~103–104 Pa in Fig. 19(b)). 

Cao and Chen [128] focused on the dynamic LFP temperature of 
droplet impact on trapezoidal grooved surfaces, whose dimension pa-
rameters are shown in Fig. 18(d). In their model, it was assumed that 
heat is transferred via forced convection rather than conduction through 
the vapor layer, and a Nusselt number correlation was adopted to 
calculate the heat flux. Considering the balance between surface tension 
force and vapor pressure, where the effect of impact momentum was 
neglected for low impact velocity cases, they derived the following 
equation 

ΔTLFP = (EW)
2/3
(

H
W

)k1
(

2H + W + S2

4HW

)k2 2H(1 + cotφ) + S + W
H(W + Hcotφ)

(23) 

The explicit expression of the parameter E was not provided in their 
study, while all other variables in Eq. (23) are dimension parameters of 
the trapezoidal grooved surface. Overall, they indicated that the model 
predictions show good agreement with the data, including data with 
different groove widths and depths. 

Recently, Du et al. [141] extended their model for droplet impact on 
a smooth surface (i.e., Eq. (17)) to micro/nanostructured and 
macro-pillar surfaces by simply modifying the vapor pressure formula-
tions, which are respectively expressed as 

ΔTLFP =
ρghfg

(
δg + Rp

)4

μgλgd2

(
4σcosθ

d
+

2ρf gd
3

)

(24)  

ΔTLFP =
16ρghfgKpH2

μgλgd2

(
2σcosθ

S
+

2ρf gd
3

)

(25)  

where Rp is the average peak height of micro/nanoscale structures, and 
Kp is the surface permeability. 

Lee et al. [153] theoretically analyzed the dynamic Leidenfrost 
phenomenon in the scenario of droplet impact on a thin wire. Assuming 
that the buoyancy force equals the weight of the daughter droplet 
resulting from droplet breakup, they expressed the dynamic LFP tem-
perature with the aid of several approximations as 

FIg. 18. Dimension parameters of different surface microstructures.  

Fig. 19. (a) Schematic of acoustic resistance for smooth and microchannel-shaped surfaces. (b) Calculated water hammer pressures. Adapted from Jerng and 
Kim [126]. 
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ΔTLFP ∼
uρf ρghfgR

3
(
ρf − ρg

)
λg

(26) 

This scaling relation prediction shows good agreement with data. 
However, it should be noted that vapor pressure and water hammer 
pressure are not considered in the force balance equation. Also, the wire 
diameter, which appreciably influences the interfacial evolution, is not 
included in Eq. (26). This may motivate future modifications to consider 
the effect of the droplet-wire size ratio. 

Khavari and Tran [33] argued that the dynamic LFP temperature is 
related to the oscillating boiling phenomenon, which is governed by the 
competing forces of capillary-inertia-induced rewetting and heteroge-
neous boiling. During the time t for heterogeneous boiling to generate a 
vapor layer with a thickness of 2rc, the upward vapor generation velocity 
is balanced by the downward impact velocity at the dynamic Leidenfrost 
condition, i.e., 

u = 2rc / t (27)  

where rc is the critical vapor embryo radius for heterogenous nucleation, 
t = Jr2

c with J being the heterogenous nucleation rate, while rc and J are 
both evaluated at TLFP. The predictions obtained by Eq. (27) agree well 
with data for various liquids except for water which has a much higher 
heat capacity and latent heat, which they explained by the non- 
negligible decrease in the surface temperature during the impact pro-
cess. Also, Khavari and Tran noted that Eq. (27) is not applicable to low 
impact velocity cases where viscous stress by the air-vapor flow begins 
to play a dominant role. 

3.5. Discussions 

Each type of theoretical model reviewed above has its respective 
advantage in predicting the dynamic LFP temperature. For instance, the 
mechanistic model constructed around the vapor bubble dynamics by 
Bernardin and Mudawar [203] integrates the surface roughness effect. 
Meanwhile, it is essentially different from other models since it con-
siders the triggering of dynamic LFP temperature by vapor layer for-
mation rather than vapor layer collapse. However, the model calculation 
requires surface cavity size characterization, which is inconvenient 
when using multifarious substrates. The model based on transient heat 
conduction during droplet impact considers the cooling effect and the 
solid thermal effusivity. Different assumptions are adopted in different 
studies to determine the terms in Eq. (7), and to calculate the dynamic 
LFP temperature. The analogy between the vapor layer and air layer by 
Gordillo and Riboux [211] yields the dynamic LFP temperature 
expression, which they proposed as the minimum substrate temperature 
to prevent liquid-solid contact at the central part of the droplet bottom, 
although the neck region seems to be more vulnerable to the surface 
protrusions. 

On the other hand, it is seen that the majority of the models based on 
the pressure balance criterion intrinsically depend on vapor layer 
thickness. As will be shown in Section 4, however, the vapor layer 
thickness affected by multiple factors shows complicated spatial and 
temporal distributions, which brings a great challenge for accurate 
theoretical modeling. To solve this issue, Park and Kim [60,61], as well 
as Li et al. [116], reversely calculated the vapor layer thickness using 
droplet thermophysical properties, Weber numbers, and measured dy-
namic LFP temperatures. On the other hand, Jerng and Kim [126] 
adopted the numerically simulated vapor layer thickness when pre-
dicting the dynamic LFP temperature. It is concluded that accurate 
prediction of vapor layer thickness is of great importance for dynamic 
LFP temperature model calculation, which warrants further intensive 
theoretical studies. 

Another prerequisite to quantitatively calculate the dynamic LFP 
temperature is the liquid-vapor interface temperature, which is all taken 
as saturation temperature in the above theoretical models. However, 

this temperature is somewhat difficult to determine with unknown 
pressure at the liquid-vapor interface, which cannot be simply regarded 
as the ambient pressure. Moreover, Bertola [45] estimated that the time 
required for a millimeter-sized impacting droplet to reach saturation is 
significantly longer than the contact time. Therefore, the droplet tem-
perature is close to the initial value. On the other hand, Castanet et al. 
[206] indicated that the thermal contact during droplet impact can be 
very rapid and intense, causing the droplet temperature to exceed the 
saturation temperature and even reach the spinodal temperature. Thus, 
how to accurately determine the droplet-vapor interface temperature 
still remains an open question. 

To sum up, most of the existing prediction models are semi- 
quantitative and also rely on either experimental measurements or 
simulated results. Furthermore, only part of the parameters that affect 
the dynamic LFP temperature is integrated. Therefore, the physics-based 
quantitative models still need to be developed to fully elucidate the 
mechanisms and reliably predict the dynamic LFP temperature. 

4. Vapor layer thickness underneath an impacting droplet 

As indicated by the theoretical models reviewed in Section 3, the 
dynamic LFP temperature is closely related to the vapor layer under-
neath an impacting droplet, which shows complicated temporal and 
spatial evolution characteristics. Measurements showed that the time to 
form a continuous vapor layer is extremely short, e.g., approximately 
0.03 ms for a water droplet at Tw = 210 ◦C and We = 60 [216]. In 
general, the vapor layer exhibits a dimple shape [41] with a thickness 
ranging from several hundreds of nanometers [103] to several micro-
meters [49,217] during droplet spreading and receding, intricately 
influenced by surface temperature and the influence factors that affect 
the dynamic LFP temperature. Such inherent complexity brings great 
difficulty in both the modeling and measurement of vapor layer 
thickness. 

4.1. Theoretical modeling 

Assuming a flat-bottomed sessile droplet in the film boiling regime, 
Wachters et al. [218] derived a vapor layer thickness relation based on 
mass, momentum, and energy conservation analysis. Later, they further 
extended this model to an impacting droplet by modifying the force 
imposed by the droplet on the heated surface [219]. When deriving the 
model, they made and justified several assumptions, such as a 
quasi-stationary vapor temperature profile, isothermal surface, and 
negligible effects of radiation and vertical vapor velocity. They indicated 
that the only serious uncertainty relates to the shape of the droplet 
bottom surface, which may be thinner in the middle than under the 
expanding brim (note that this is inconsistent with other studies where 
the vapor layer thickness decreases radially). In the proposed vapor 
layer thickness expression (which is tabulated in Table 5 together with 
other models discussed in this section), both the height of the center of 
gravity and the droplet-solid contact radius are measured from captured 
images during droplet impact. Fig. 20 compares the calculated vapor 
layer thickness under a sessile droplet and impacting droplets with 
various velocities. 

Rein [220] developed a disk model to account for the dynamic Lei-
denfrost effect of an impacting droplet at the maximum spreading state. 
He assumed that the interface acceleration is caused by pressure dif-
ference and the gravitational acceleration. This yields an expression of 
the second derivative of vapor layer thickness (see Table 5). With a 
similar derivation to the sessile droplet analysis, Guo and Mishima [221] 
derived the expression of vapor layer thickness under an impacting 
droplet. The modification was also embodied in the force balance 
equation, where the pressure integrated over the entire vapor base is 
balanced by impact momentum rather than droplet weight. Later, 
Lelong et al. [222] conducted a follow-up analysis with different 
methods to predict the contact diameter, heat transfer rate, and 
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Table 5 
Theoretical formulae of vapor layer thickness under an impacting droplet.  

Reference Theoretical expression Time- 
varying 

Spatially- 
nonuniform 

Temperature- 
dependent 

Velocity- 
related 

Wachters and Westerling  
[218] δg =

[9μgλg(Tw − Tsat)(Tw + Tsat)
3R4

c

64ρgρf hfgT3
satR3

]1/4(
g +

d2h0

dt2

)− 1/4 ✓ × ✓ ✓ 

Rein [220] d2δg

dt2
=

{ρgπR4
max

16δ2
g

[

3
(

dδg

dt

)2
+ 4v

dδg

dt
+ v2 − 2δg

dv
dt

]

− mg
}(

m +
ρgπR4

max

8δg

)− 1 

where v = − q /ρghfg 

✓ × ✓ ✓ 

Guo and Mishima [221] 
δg =

[9μgλg(Tw − Tsat)trd
32ρgρf hfgu

]1/4Rc

R 

× × ✓ ✓ 

Lelong et al. [222] 
δg =

[9Nuμgλg(Tw − Tsat)R
4ρgρf hfg(g + 2u/tr)

]1/4Rc

R 

× × ✓ ✓ 

Gilet and Bush [223] 
δg ∼

[μgλgR3(Tw − Tsat)

ρghfgσ

]1/4

We− 1/4forvaporthrustdominantδg ∼
(μ2

g R3

ρf σ

)1/4

We− 1/2forlubricationforcedominant 
×

×
×

×

✓ 
×

✓ 
✓ 

Park and Kim [60,61] 
δg∼ {

RWe− 1/3,We < 10
RWe− 2/5,We > 10 

or δg∼ {
RWe− 1/4,We < 10
RWe− 2/5,We > 10 

× × × ✓ 

Castanet et al. [227] dδg

dt
= −

αδg

t
+

1
ρgh″fg

[
λg(Tw − Tsat)

δg
−

̅̅̅
5

√
ef (Tsat − T0)

̅̅̅̅̅
πt

√

]

−
17δ3

g

15μgR2
c
ρf u2exp

(

−
3.1ut

d

)

, where h″
fg = hfg + (cpgTg − cpg,satTsat)

✓ × ✓ ✓ 

Park and Kim [121] 
δg =

2λg(Tw − Tsat)

ρguhfg 
or δg =

[ 3μgd2

4ρf u(1 + 2ηd/δg)

]1/3 × × ✓ ✓ 

Chantelot and Lohse [200] 
δg,min ∼ RWe− 1

[μgλg(Tw − Tsat)

σρgRhfg

]1/2 × ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Gordillo and Riboux [211] δg,min = RC(8μg/πμa)
1/2St− 7/6[

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 + 2(μa/μg)ψ/3

√
− 1]1/2 where 

ψ =
ρf λgΔT
ρgμahfg

, C5/2 = 12.43/2(C + ψSt− 1/3)

× ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Lee et al. [224] δg = 730h− 0.42
fg (Tw − Tsat)

0.5t0.5 ✓ × ✓ ×

Tran et al. [115] 
δg =

[μgλg(Tw − Tsat)

dρghfgσ

]3/10

dWe− 1/10 
× × ✓ ✓ 

Wildeman and Sun [225] δg ∼ RWe1/2 × × × ✓ 
Breitenbach et al. [213] 

δg =
Aew(Tw0 − Tsat)

ρf hfg

̅̅
t

√
, where A =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(B1 − B2)
2
+

B2
̅̅̅
π

√ − B1 − B2

√

B1 =

̅̅̅
5

√
ef (Tsat − T0)

̅̅̅
π

√
(Tw0 − Tsat)ew

,B2 =

̅̅̅
π

√
λgρf hfg

2(Tw0 − Tsat)e2
w  

✓ × ✓ ×
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residence time, yielding a new relation of vapor layer thickness. 
Gilet and Bush [223] classified the Leidenfrost droplet impact into 

lubrication-force-dominated and vapor-thrust-dominated conditions, 
and expressed the corresponding vapor layer thickness by solving the 
mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations. Lee et al. [224] 
supposed that the increase in the vapor layer thickness during droplet 
impact is caused by the difference between the vapor production rate 
and vapor evacuation rate, while the latter is negligibly small compared 
to the former based on dimension analysis. Their proposed formula 
agreed well with data for methanol, ethanol, and isopropanol droplets 
with a fitted property-relevant coefficient. 

Tran et al. [115] scaled the vapor layer thickness at the instant of the 
maximum spreading state. To simplify the derivation, they assumed that 
the impacting droplet takes the shape of a pancake with the maximum 
spreading diameter, and the vapor layer thickness and radial vapor ve-
locity are both uniform. With the aid of conservation equations, the 
force balance between the drag force caused by viscous vapor flow and 
capillary force yields the vapor layer thickness expression. 

It is supposed by Wildeman and Sun [225] that the droplet de-
celerates over a distance of δg during impact, which results in an effec-
tive gravitational acceleration of g’ = u2/δg in the frame of reference of 
the droplet. Replacing the corresponding term in the sessile droplet 
expression [226] to account for the impact momentum effect yields the 
vapor layer thickness under an impacting droplet. They indicated that 
an equivalent derivation procedure is to simply equate the kinetic en-
ergy ρfR3u2 with the surface deformation energy σδ2

g . However, it is seen 
that the effect of surface temperature is not included in this scaling 
relation. 

The spatially uniform vapor layer thickness was also formulated by 
Castanet et al. [227] by applying energy and momentum balance 
equations to the vapor layer. They partitioned the wall heat flux for 
liquid heating, evaporation, and vapor heating, and then analytically 
calculated the droplet temperature field. Combining the impact force 
equation for droplet impact on an unheated surface [228], they derived 
the time rate of change in the vapor layer thickness. It was indicated that 
for highly subcooled droplets, the vapor layer thickness is independent 
of the impact velocity since the local heat flux transferred to the liquid 
dominates. 

Park and Kim [60,61] focused on the formation of a dimple-shaped 
interface at the initial moment of droplet impact, which is subject to 
inertial force and surface tension. The length scale of the curved inter-
face (i.e., the vapor layer thickness) equals the capillary length κ− 1 =

[σ/(ρfξ)]1/2, where ξ is the inertial force-induced acceleration. It was 
assumed that the droplet rapidly decelerates from u to 0 during a time 

period of δg/u, which yields δg~dWe− 1/4. They found this relation agrees 
well with low Weber number data, but remarkable deviation occurs 
when We > 10, where they supposed that viscous friction begins to take 
effect. By fitting the calculated values of δg/R from Eq. (14) and exper-
imental data, they finally derived a piecewise expression for the vapor 
layer thickness, where the exponent is also relevant to the Weber 
number similar to Eq. (14). In a follow-up study by the same authors 
[121], the initial transient stage before forming a quasi-equilibrium 
vapor layer was considered. The temporal variation rate of vapor layer 
thickness can be determined from the energy conservation equation. 
Integrating the expression within a time interval during which the 
droplet-vapor interface velocity equals the growth rate of vapor layer 
thickness, they obtained the vapor layer thickness expression with the 
aid of the dynamic LFP temperature relation Eq. (16). 

With analogy to the derivation process of air layer thickness for 
droplet impact on an unheated surface, Chantelot and Lohse [200], as 
well as Gordillo and Riboux [211] extended the previous models [209, 
210] to an impacting Leidenfrost droplet to incorporate the effect of 
evaporation by coupling the classical viscous lubrication equations. 
They deduced two different equations for the minimum gas layer 
thickness at the neck region, where they regarded the gas layer as 
consisting of both produced vapor and entrapped air. They proposed 
that the gas pressure at the neck region is determined by liquid inertia 
and vapor production, and ultimately balanced by the increasing 
interfacial curvature. This is probably the first reported theoretical 
model in the literature to calculate the minimum vapor layer thickness 
in droplet impact cases. As shown in Fig. 21, the model predictions 
achieve a satisfactory agreement with experimental data. 

Breitenbach et al. [213] solved the energy equations of the solid and 
liquid phases to obtain the heat fluxes at vapor-solid and liquid-vapor 
interfaces, which are respectively indicated in Fig. 22. The heat flux in 
the thin vapor layer, q̇g, is calculated by Fourier’s law of heat conduc-
tion. Then, substituting the three expressions to the overall energy 
balance equation of q ⋅

1 = q ⋅
g = q̇2 + ρf hfgdδg/dt yields the temporal 

variation rate of vapor layer thickness seen in Eq. (28), which can be 
solved to obtain an explicit solution shown in Table 5. 

ρf hfg
dδg

dt
=

ewλg(Tw0 − Tsat)
̅̅̅̅
πt

√
kg + ewδg

−

̅̅̅
5

√
ef (Tsat − T0)

̅̅̅̅
πt

√ (28) 

The aforementioned models for vapor layer thickness prediction are 
tabulated in Table 5. Theoretically speaking, the vapor layer thickness 

Fig. 20. Calculated vapor layer thickness for water droplets (d = 2.3 mm) with 
different impact velocities. Adapted from Wachters and Westerling [219]. 

Fig. 21. Comparison of the predicted minimum vapor layer thickness by Gor-
dillo and Riboux [211] and the measured value for ethanol droplet impact on 
smooth sapphire by Chantelot and Lohse [200]. 
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underneath an impacting droplet is time-varying, spatially nonuniform, 
related to impact velocity, and temperature-dependent. However, it is 
seen from the table that the existing relations fail to reflect these char-
acteristics more or less. It should also be noted that although being 
exponential functions of the Weber number, the vapor layer thickness by 
Wildeman and Sun [225] is positively associated with the Weber num-
ber, which is just the reverse of that by Gilet and Bush [223], as well as 
Park and Kim [60,61]. 

4.2. Experimental measurement 

The measurement of the vapor layer thickness under an impacting 
droplet requires the detection of the liquid-vapor interface with suffi-
ciently high spatial and temporal resolutions, which is a great challenge 
for conventional optical imaging techniques due to strong light reflec-
tion and visible light scattering. It was shown that the liquid-vapor 
interface can be clearly captured with ultrafast X-ray imaging [229], 
and the vapor layer thickness can be obtained with total internal 
reflection [43,103]. 

Using the laser optical method, Inada et al. [230] measured the time 
evolution of vapor layer thickness during the latter half of the residence 
time. They found an obvious effect of the subcooling degree on the 
fluctuated vapor layer thickness, e.g., less than 5 μm for ΔTsub = 88 K 
and more than 10 μm for ΔTsub = 2 K. However, the spatially nonuni-
form distribution of vapor layer thickness was not provided. 

Tran et al. [49] conducted interferometrical measurements of the 
vapor layer thickness at a certain instant after droplet impact in the 
gentle film boiling regime via a color high-speed camera. As shown in 
Fig. 23, the vapor layer thickness profile exerts a dimple-like shape, 
which is quite similar to the air layer thickness for droplet impact on an 
unheated surface [231]. Furthermore, Tran et al. pointed out that the 
vapor layer thickness is one order of magnitude smaller than the sessile 
droplet case [232], even with such a low Weber number. 

Recently, Lee et al. [217] adopted the synchrotron X-ray imaging 
technique to detect the liquid-vapor interfacial behavior underneath an 
impacting ethanol droplet on a SiO2-coated silicon wafer at the early 
spreading stage. They pointed out that film boiling is featured by final 
droplet levitation rather than initial droplet rebound. Therefore, 
momentary droplet-solid contact is still possible at a surface tempera-
ture slightly higher than the dynamic LFP temperature, and vigorous 
nucleation inside the droplet can be observed. Further increasing the 
surface temperature yields obvious formation and progression of the 
vapor layer profile, and the measured thickness of the vapor dome at the 
central position is shown in Fig. 24. With the same technique, however, 
Lee et al. [224] observed that the vapor layer thickness is uniform and 
increases linearly with the square root of time (see Fig. 25). When 

attaining a critical thickness, peripheric ripples are generated and then 
propagate to the center with growing amplitude, which decreases the 
vapor layer thickness. 

Recently, Chantelot and Lohse [200] took the respective advantages 
of single-wavelength reflection interference and total internal reflection 
imaging to measure the gas layer thickness composed of air and vapor 
for droplet impact in the film boiling regime. As shown in Fig. 26, they 
found that the minimum layer thickness at the neck region strongly 
increases with the surface temperature, while the non-monotonical 
dependence is weak for the central dimple height, both decreasing 
with the impact velocity. Therefore, they concluded that the minimum 
layer thickness strongly depends on vapor production, while the vapor 
layer thickness in the central region is subject to gas drainage and liquid 
inertia. 

In the above investigations, the vapor layer thickness is directly 
measured with advanced optical techniques, while Jung et al. [40], Park 
and Kim [233], Chaze et al. [234], as well as Castanet et al. [227], 

Fig. 22. Schematic of heat fluxes during film boiling of an impacting droplet. 
The vapor-solid interface is located at z = 0 and the liquid-vapor interface is 
located at z = δg. Adapted from Breitenbach et al. [213]. 

Fig. 23. Measured vapor layer thickness using high-speed color interferometry 
for a water droplet at Tw = 350 ◦C and We = 3.5. Adapted from Tran et al. [49]. 

Fig. 24. Time evolution of vapor layer thickness at the central position at 
various surface temperatures for an ethanol droplet with We = 63.6. Adapted 
from Lee et al. [217]. 
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reported their results from indirect measurement, as shown in Figs. 27 
and 28. The infrared-transparent sapphire target enables infrared ther-
mometry of the top-surface temperatures [40,233,234], and Castanet 
et al. [227] also adopted two-color laser-induced fluorescence imaging 
to record the droplet temperature. These measured temperatures act as 
the boundary conditions to numerically solve the heat conduction 
equations to obtain the surface heat fluxes during droplet impact. In this 
case, the vapor layer thickness can be simply calculated by Fourier’s law 
of heat conduction. 

It is seen from the reviewed studies that using equipment with high 
spatial and time resolutions, the evolution of the vapor layer thickness 
distribution under an impacting droplet can be measured either directly 
or indirectly. This experimental data can be quite helpful to verify 
transient numerical simulations and analytical solutions. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper reviews published studies addressing the dynamic LFP 
temperature of droplet impact on a heated surface. The review is divided 

into three main sections, one specific to experimental findings of influ-
ence factors and the second to theoretical prediction models of the dy-
namic LFP temperature, and the mechanisms of enhancement or 
deterioration are also discussed. Other topics addressed are the mea-
surement and modeling of the vapor layer thickness underneath an 
impacting droplet in the film boiling regime. Key conclusions from this 
review can be summarized as follows. 

Published works:  

(1) Numerous experimental investigations have been conducted to 
study the influences on the dynamic LFP temperature, including 
impact parameters, fluid properties, surface characteristics, and 
external environmental conditions. However, considering the 
diverse working conditions involved in different studies, dis-
crepancies often exist regarding the data trends and the extent of 
the effects of various influence factors. Some issues, such as the 
uncertainty concerning the identification of the dynamic LFP 
temperature, and whether better spreading would cause bubble 
bursting or vapor layer formation, remain unsolved. 

Fig. 25. Variation of vapor layer thickness versus square of time for various substrate temperatures and liquid types. Adapted from Lee et al. [224].  

Fig. 26. Variation of vapor layer thickness in the (a) central region and (b) neck region with impact velocity at various surface temperatures. Adapted from Chantelot 
and Lohse [200]. 
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(2) Due to the inherent complexity of the underlying mechanism, 
there is a shortage of theoretical modeling work on the dynamic 
LFP temperature. Overall, four types of model rationales are 
prevalent in the literature, including the bubble nucleation the-
ory, the transient heat conduction equation, the vapor layer-air 
layer analogy, and the pressure balance criterion. Among the 
four models, the pressure balance criterion has received the most 
attention. Most models are capable of qualitatively predicting the 
dynamic LFP temperature with the aid of experimental mea-
surement or simulated results. However, only a part of the pa-
rameters that affect the dynamic LFP temperature are integrated 
into these models.  

(3) The vapor layer underneath an impacting droplet significantly 
deteriorates heat transfer, but also induces superior thermal hy-
drophobicity. The time-varying and spatially nonuniform vapor 
layer thickness is intrinsically required to predict the dynamic 
LFP temperature, which is dependent on the surface temperature 
and on the factors that affect the dynamic LFP temperature. 

Recommendatiosn for future work:  

(1) The contradictory findings point to a need for future experiments 
that must be carefully and systematically conducted using 
various fluid-solid combinations with vastly different thermo-
physical properties under broad ranges of operating conditions. 
Microphotographic analysis of the droplet-vapor interfacial fea-
tures is also recommended, which can be adopted to validate the 
dynamic LFP temperature mechanisms and models.  

(2) Given the complexity of the dynamic LFP temperature and its 
dependence on a variety of parameters, it is crucial to develop a 
quantitative model that is based on more insightful physics to 
fully reveal the mechanisms and validate them with a consoli-
dated database covering wide working conditions.  

(3) Since it is particularly difficult to theoretically predict the vapor 
layer thickness beneath an impacting droplet, new optical diag-
nostic techniques with high spatial and temporal resolutions are 
needed to provide detailed capture of vapor layer evolution 
during the impact process. Such measurements will undoubtedly 
contribute to elucidating the mechanisms of film boiling heat 
transfer and dynamic LFP temperature. 
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Fig. 27. Radial distribution of vapor layer thickness under an impacting water droplet (We = 6.3). (a) Under the dynamic Leidenfrost condition at Tw = TLFP =

335 ◦C and (b) in the film boiling regime at Tw = 370 ◦C. Adapted from Jung et al. [40]. 

Fig. 28. Spatial and time evolutions of vapor layer thickness under an 
impacting ethanol droplet (We = 90) at Tw = 300 ◦C. Adapted from Castanet 
et al. [227]. 
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